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we go to press the UK is just hours away from
the end of our Brexit transitional period.
We may have officially left the EU almost a
year ago, but in reality it is not until now that
most of us boaters are going to notice any
difference. While we were looking into the
ramifications for leisure boating, it quickly
became clear that very little was actually
particularly clear. The last minute deal, and
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welcome aboard

A trip down memory lane? Bygone
Boating is just one of many companies
featured in this month’s UK and Ireland
charter guide. See page 40

the virtual shutdown since it was struck,
has left lots of questions unanswered. We
will, of course, look into these over the
next few weeks and keep you up to date
as and when any details are released, but
one thing is certain, cruising overseas is
about to become a little more difficult.
Of course, cruising overseas at this time
is impossible anyway so, looking on the
bright side, any extra paperwork will be

welcome if it means we have our
ability to go ‘foreign’ reinstated. Early
reports are that we will have to enter
through a ‘port of entry” and have
our entry and exit correctly logged
to ensure we do not overstay our
alloted time. There are also going
to be issues with healthcare and
pet passports. At least we appear
to be allowed to go day boating in
home waters at this time, even if
you are unfortunate enough to be
in the higher tiers, but I miss the
opportunity to stay overnight and
maybe take a long weekend, or even
a week, on the boat. It’s strange, but it
seems such a luxury now. Let’s keep
our fingers crossed that 2021 will be
a whole lot more ‘normal’ than 2020.
If jumping a few extra Brexit related
hurdles is the worst that this coming
year brings, I will be very pleased to
accept it. Happy New Year to
you all and fingers
crossed for one
better than
the last.
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NEWS

If you any have news from your region, please email us at

editorial@motorboatowner.co.uk

Brexit: The facts so far

Holyhead 250-berth marina proposal

With the Brexit transitional period ending
as Motorboat Owner goes to press, British
boaters will need to prepare for extra
paperwork and increased difficulties
when planning trips across the water
to EU destinations. From January 1st
Brits will only be allowed to spend up
to 90 days out of a rolling 180 days within the Schengen area of the EU. This
includes the day of arrival and the day of departure. Entry into the Schengen
area via our close coastal neighbours will, Motorboat Owner understands, be
restricted to certain ‘ports of entry’. On the north French coast these ports are:
Dunkirk, Calais, Dieppe, Le Havre, Caen-Ouistreham, Cherbourg, St Malo and
Roscoff. In Belgium the ports of entry are: Antwerp, Blankenberge, Oostende
and Zeebrugge, while in the Netherlands our nearest ports of entry will be
Vlissingen, Amsterdam, Breskens, IJmuiden, Den Helder, Scheveningen, Veere
and Veerhaven. Visits to Ireland are not included in the 90 in 180 day rule, as
Ireland is not in Schengen. Arrival in Schengen will require the flying of the Q
flag until such time as clearance is granted. It is unclear at this stage how the
formalities of leaving the Schengen area will be fulfilled. What will be important
though, is to ensure that British boaters are ‘logged out’ to ensure the clock
stops and they do not accumulate Schengen days after leaving. There will also
be formalities to complete when leaving the UK and arriving back again. These
formalities are likely to be similar to those already in force when departing the
UK for a non-EU destination, or arriving directly back into the UK from outside
of the EU. The C1331 form, and accompanying requirements, will be familiar to
anyone who has regularly cruised to and from the Channel Islands.
The UK’s new status as a third country will also touch on other areas. All crew
will need at least six months left on passports at the time of entry into Schengen,
they will also no longer be able to rely on the EHIC for healthcare, so will need
travel insurance, and pet passports will undergo changes, but at this time it is
not clear what these will be. Due to the fast-changing situation, rules are being
created and clarified regularly, but Motorboat Owner will provide updates as
more information becomes available. For those that are concerned about VAT
implications for a boat based in the EU, or moved to or from the EU, Motorboat
Owner will have more information next month.

A regeneration
scheme, which
includes a new
marina, is being
proposed for
Holyhead on the
Isle of Anglesey,
in North Wales.
The mixed use
development
will be located
on Holyhead’s
seafront between
Soldiers Point and Newry Beach, and includes a 250-berth marina surrounded
by a new breakwater, a sail training centre, maritime museum, new residential
developments, together with commercial, leisure and retail units. Conygar
Holyhead Ltd, who is behind the scheme report that a developer has been
approached. In March 2018, Holyhead’s harbour and its existing 450-berth
marina were all but destroyed by Storm Emma. Plans detail an inner yacht basin
in the west, set within a residential development, with a larger main, all-tides
marina in the east, nestled behind an L-shaped breakwater.

6												
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Hammersmith controlled Sunday passages
New guidance has been released regarding the situation
with the Hammersmith Bridge navigational closure. The
Port of London Authority (PLA) has said boaters will,
subject to control measures established by Hammersmith
& Fulham Council, be able to book a controlled transit
underneath the bridge every Sunday between 10:0015:00. Transits must be pre-booked at least 72-hours in
advance, via an online booking system, with confirmation required and given
approximately 48-hours in advance, which could include an amended time.
Motorboat Owner © Digital Marine Media Ltd
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NEWS

If you any have news from your region, please email us at

editorial@motorboatowner.co.uk

Brexit: New code for EU boat builders
Marine trade association, British Marine, has released
a new online Manufacturer’s Identity Code (MIC)
application and search system in preparation for the
end of the Brexit transition period. A requirement of
the Recreational Craft Directive (RCD), a MIC code
forms part of a unique serial number that every CEmarked boat must have and enables manufacturers and regulators to identify
each particular vessel. It also helps others to confirm boat provenance, to
identify its country of origin, the builder and build year. On behalf of the leisure
marine industry in the UK, British Marine was appointed by the Government
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy to administer the MIC
code national register. After 1st January 2021 all global boat builders, including
EU based manufacturers, will have to register their MIC on the UK register
to place a vessel on the GB market. To enable this, British Marine has set up a
new online system to allow all global boat builders to continue to register their
codes in a simple and timely manner once the UK has left the EU, and the Brexit
transition period closes. This new facility is publicly accessible, assisting boat
brokers, surveyors and second-hand boat buyers in confirming vessel details.

TYHA Tier 4 interpretation
For the Christmas/New Year period, the UK Government
has announced the addition of Tier 4 in England as a
measure to further control Covid-19. The Yacht Harbour
Association (TYHA) has released its interpretation, saying ‘marina businesses
in Tier 4 can remain open as can boatyard operations including lift out, boat
repair/refit subject to maintaining all current COVID-19 operating practices.
Local boat owners can access and use their boats on their own or with their
household/support bubble. Boat owners should not travel out of a Tier 4 area
to visit or use their boat.’ It confirmed that ‘overnight stays on boats are not
permitted’. Motorboat Owner would also like to add that, during the pandemic,
boaters should consult local navigational authority websites for interpretations/
guidance, latest information on potential closures and notices to mariners.
8												
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Great Ouse for 2021 Boat Race
With the 2020 race postponed due to the
coronavirus pandemic, the historic Thames
event, the Oxford and Cambridge University
Boat Race will now be taking place in the
spring next year and has a new location.
Marking its 166th year for the men’s race and 75th for the women’s boat race, the
annual event will now take place at Ely, on the Great Ouse in Cambridgeshire
in April 2021. First raced in 1829 at Henley on Thames and previously at Ely,
in 1944, when the war made it impossible to stage in London, it normally takes
place between Putney and Mortlake on the tidal Thames. The re-location is due
to uncertainty regarding the safety and navigation of Hammersmith Bridge,
which had to closed in August and is in the middle of the 4-mile course.

Winter CO warning
As temperatures drop, the
Broads Authority (BA)
is warning boaters of the
dangers of the ‘silent killer’
Carbon monoxide (CO)
when running an engine,
heating and appliances that
can produce it this winter.
Carbon monoxide (CO)
is a poisonous gas that has
no smell or taste. The BA
recommends having at least
one suitable working CO
alarm aboard and to follow
the Boat Safety Scheme’s
(BSS) guidance. To see the
full news story, including
BSS information click here.

Motorboat Owner © Digital Marine Media Ltd
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NEWS

If you any have news from your region, please email us at

editorial@motorboatowner.co.uk

Marex 330 NEW BOAT

Boot Düsseldorf

Norwegian builder, Marex,
is launching a new 330
Scandinavia in 2021 and it
promises to deliver the awardwinning style and format
of the 375 on a smaller and
more compact scale. As with
the flagship 375, the 330 will
combine the features of a hardtop and coupe, with inside and outside cockpit
seating areas with a sliding cockpit door, and aft cockpit and wheelhouse roof
skylights. As well as a transom door, the 34ft model will be the first in the range
to feature cockpit side opening doors, aiding single-handed use. Below decks,
the 330 will provide two double cabins with a large separate toilet and shower
room to the starboard side. Expansive hull windows again make for a light
and spacious feel throughout. An optional roof rack will be available to carry
all manner of watersports equipment, such as stand up paddle boards, and an
optional solar charging package is set to bring self-sufficiency whilst cruising.
Giving 30-34 knots, the new model is available with either single or twin
sterndrive engines, with a V-drive shaftdrive alternative. Choices are a single
Volvo Penta D6 440hp sterndrive, D6 480hp shaftdrive (V-drive), twin D3-220
sterndrives or twin Mercury Diesel 3.0L 270hp sterndrives. The 330 will be
unveiled at Boot Düsseldorf in April 2021 and it is available through UK dealer
Wessex Marine, priced from £299,760.
You can see a video presentation of
the new model here.

The annual German boat show,
Boot Düsseldorf, has been
postponed until the spring
due to the current coronavirus
situation and will now take place
from April 17th to 25th 2021.
Historically taking place in
January, the huge show occupies
all 17 halls of the impressive
Messe Düsseldorf exhibition centre and sees many worldwide marine brands
and boat builders in attendance. For details and ticket information visit the Boot
Düsseldorf website, www.boot.de.

DIARY DATES
Thames Valley
Boat Show
9th-11th April 2021
Boot Düsseldorf
17th-25th April 2021
South Coast Boat Show
7-9 May 2021
Green Tech Boat Show
19-20 June 2021
Southampton
International Boat Show
10th-19th September 2021
Ocean Village
Boat Show
10-19 September 2021
Click any of the above for more info

10												
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English Harbour Yachts
Production of the
British-built, English
Harbour Yacht range
is due to restart in 2021. After a two-year
absence, the company will restart building
its cruisers, the 27 and 29 Offshore, and is
due to unveil a new version of the 16 model
in April 21. Anyone interested in the range
can email Director, Adam Greenwood. See
used guide to the 27/29 Offshore in this issue.

0800 310 2100

Marine Electronics in stock for immediate dispatch.

Chargers - Inverters - Galvanic Isolators
- Fuses
Fuse holders - Crossover switches - Cable Sets - Batteries

sales@mdsbattery.co.uk
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NEWS
Sealine C335 NEW BOAT
The German motorboat
builder, Sealine, has unveiled
two new models to its Coupe
range, and crucially these
entry level models now have
adaptable forward-facing
seating for the co-pilot and
passengers. The new C335
replaces the C330 in the line
up and will be fitted with a
choice of a single or twin sterndrives, or outboards (the V version). The fourberth C335/V, provides two double cabins, with a double island berth forward
and a choice of a fore-and-aft orientation or thwartships double in the mid
cabin. New larger, stylish windows extend along the hull, providing light and
views out from the accommodation, while up in the wheelhouse-cum-saloon
a huge two-pane electric sunroof and large side windows let the outside in. Its
galley unit opens up to the cockpit area and opposite is a 4-5 person L-shaped
dinette area, its forward section hinging to provide a forward-facing seat.
Priced in the UK from £247,714, the sterndrive-powered C335 is fitted with a
single Volvo Penta D6-340 as standard, with twin D3-220 and a single D6-400
as options, while the C335v will be fitted with twin Mercury Verado V8 300hp
outboards, giving a top speed of
up to 40 knots. Sealine UK dealer,
TBS Boats Penton Hook has two
boats due in March 2021.

12												
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If you any have news from your region, please email us at

editorial@motorboatowner.co.uk

Thames: New 24hr mooring management
The navigation authority for the River
Thames, The Environment Agency
(EA) has brought in new arrangements
for managing its free short stay, 24hr
moorings. As of November the EA
entered into a moorings management
contract with car parking specialists,
District Enforcement Ltd (DE) which,
beyond the no charge 24 hour period,
will collect fees owed, with the EA saying
‘nominal charges will apply for boats remaining for a second
or third day at the same location’ and ‘charges will also apply
for any failures to meet conditions of use’. This appointment of a ‘third party’
has aroused concerns with boaters on the Thames, with associations such as
the ATYC, TMBA and RYA seeking legalities and answers. In response, the
EA said “Not only will District Enforcement Ltd (DE) enable us to collect all
the charges owed to us for stays of 2-3 days at our mooring sites, they will also
help reduce the considerable amount of time our own staff must otherwise
spend on managing those mooring sites. This will enable our staff to focus on
other priority issues such as enforcement of our boat registration requirements,
enforcement of speed and wash offences, dealing with sunken and abandoned
vessels moored to our land, and the huge range of other tasks they must
undertake. It will also reduce the considerable amount of time spent by our staff,
and our lawyers, on legal action associated with minor overstaying offences,
enabling them to focus on cases relating to long-term overstayers instead.”
It added “Our fundamental driver for appointing DE is to ensure that all
responsible boaters are able to use our mooring sites in the way we intend them
to be used, and the way responsible boaters want to use them, to enable them
to stay for a short period of time at a particular location for a nominal charge,
to enjoy the attractions on offer locally, before moving on to another location,
freeing up the berth for someone else to use.” Mooring users will now need to
refer to the signage example pictured, reporting their arrival as directed at the
start of the free 24-hr period, and then will be charged a daily rate of £5 for a
maximum of two subsequent days. Similar DE arrangements have been in use
for a number of years at mooring sites such as Kingston and Hampton Court.
14												
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Calor Gas cylinder changes
In late November, Motorboat Owner was alerted to
a rumour that Calor could be changing the shape/
dimensions of its 4.5kg butane cylinders. It was said
that these would be taller and narrower (with a wider
base), which would cause problems for many existing
gas locker designs. The existing cylinder (pictured) is
(H 340mm x W240mm) and is currently out of stock.
Through communications with Calor, the company said
“Regulations concerning valve protection have changed
and therefore there will be a change to the dimensions of
the 4.5kg and 3.9kg cylinders. Calor GB have not purchased
any of these new cylinders and do not currently have plans to do so.” Calor
added “When these new cylinders are purchased, the majority of the cylinders
will still be in the old dimensions and we will continue to have plenty of these
available for years to come.” A source in Ireland added “In Ireland they (Calor)
seem to be far along the process of introducing the new larger cylinders. It is
almost impossible to get the traditional smaller ones now.”

Broadlands Marina
expansion
The expansion of Broadlands
Marina on Oulton Broad is nearing
completion and, this winter will see an
additional 54 floating pontoon berths
added. The Suffolk marina is part of
the Tingdene Marinas network.

www.atyc.co.uk
Motorboat Owner © Digital Marine Media Ltd
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NEWS

The Smart Cruise

Axopar 22 Spyder NEW BOAT
The Finnish
brand, Axopar
unveiled its latest
and smallest new
boat in the range
during a special
two-day virtual
launch and sea
trial event in December in Helsinki. The 22 Spyder is an outboard-powered,
trailerable deck boat that will be available at a ‘turn-key ready’ price tag in the
region of €49,000, fitted with a standard Mercury F115hp outboard. Other
engine options include Mercury EFI 150hp and V6 200hp DTS in black or
white. Despite being the baby of the range, the Spyder has all the features of
its larger siblings, including a stepped hull. There are three different aft deck
layouts available, including a large U-shaped aft settee seating up to six people,
or a multi-storage compartment with seating (either for four seated sideways
or two facing forward), or a forward-facing rear bench for two-persons which
is standard. An optional enclosed toilet within the centre helm console is
available, bringing self-sufficiency for day trips, especially for families. Axopar
has also teamed up with the Dutch watersports equipment manufacturer, Jobe,
to produce two striking, watersports orientated 22 Spyder models. The Revolve
and Revolve XXII versions are fashioned on Jobe’s popular, statement turquoisecoloured ranges and have been designed for full-on watersports fun and the
inflatable equipment that
comes with it. Coming
as part of a package, Jobe
has designed a towable
watertoy that fits into the
bow of the boat, where an
optional hammock is also
available.

Be at home the world over in the Cranchi M44 HT. Relax outdoors, rustle
up some lunch or retire to your cabin for a rest. All whilst enjoying the
benefits of excellent performance and low fuel consumption.
Brilliantly conceived, thoughtfully designed and expertly crafted.
The M44 HT is the ultimate in family-friendly freestyle cruising!
Available now
M44 HT

POA

Axopar x Jobe Revolve and
Revolve XXII are special
watersports versions, available
in turquoise or white
T: 01933 551606 | cranchi@tingdene.net | www.tingdeneboatsales.net/cranchi
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‘To Malta and then who knows’
is just one of the quotes from the
pages of this 1964 brochure for
the Dell Quay Ranger 27

Vixen victory
and fuel spill tip

As always, loved reading your magazine
this month, in particular your write up
of the Project Vixen first engine start.
Even 45-year olds need nappies
In that, you mention about the initial
sometimes. No, not me, the boat!
priming and pressure testing resulting in
a minor leak of fuel into the bilge and the subsequent waiting for evaporation.
I recently had some fuel issues on my Bayliner 2556 Volvo Penta 5.0 GXi-J,
which meant taking the entire fuel rail and pump cell out. To reduce spills in
to the bilge, I purchased a cheap packet of baby nappies from a local budget
brand supermarket. A nappy can be unfolded and positioned under the joint or
component that is going to be worked on, even using the small adhesive tags to
secure it in place. The absorbent core of the nappy retains a remarkable amount
of liquid and can then be safely disposed of afterwards. They can also be used
for oil and water systems. For the sake of less than £3, I keep a packet onboard
all the time now. Keep up the great work, I look forward to more fantastic
reading in 2021. I wish you and all the staff and contributors of MBO a very
merry and safe Christmas, and happy new year. Sven Boulton
Editor comments: Thank you for getting in touch, your nappy tip and your
best wishes. The Vixen restoration will continue with renewed vigour in 2021.
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Outboard servicing

I seem to recall an article in a past issue which
gave a blow by blow account of servicing an
outboard motor. However I have not been able
to find it in any of the issues I have saved. Am
I correct in thinking this article exists, and if
so, is it possible to get a copy? Colin Tucker
Editor comments: We have written several
articles that encompass outboard servicing
and jobs, some of which may be of use to you. ‘Changing an impeller in a
small outboard’, Sept 15 issue, ‘Winterising a portable outboard’ Nov 16 (this
is probably the most useful article for general servicing jobs), ‘Changing a
prop shaft seal’ Oct 13, ‘Evinrude E-Tec indexing spark plugs’ Jul 20 and ‘Carb
cleaning’ Nov 15. We also have our complete outboard stripdown, overhaul
and rebuild that ran from Dec 15 to Sept 16. These articles are all available in
the ‘back issues’ section of the website. If anyone has any suggestions for future
articles they would like to see, please let us know. As long as we can find a
suitable engine, we will try and get them in.
Motorboat Owner © Digital Marine Media Ltd								
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BOAT TEST		

XO 260 DSCVR
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Length (LOA): 8.1m / 26ft 7in
Beam: 2.55m / 8ft 4in
Displacement: 1,900kg (ex engine)
Fuel capacity: 315 litres
Water capacity TBC
RCD category: C8
Engine as tested: 1 x 400hp Mercury Verado
Other engine options: 1 x Mercury 250-400hp
Price from £91,528

Motorboat Owner © Digital Marine Media Ltd
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“The DSCVR is a multi-use
family dayboat”

X

O boats have a clever knack
of launching new and exciting
models using their existing hulls.
The XO DSCVR we have tested this
month is no different and is, in fact, a
re-modelled and reworked 260. While
the 260 is a wheelhouse/cabin boat, the
DSCVR is an out-and-out open dayboat
and, in the process loses around 300kg of
top hamper which should help it deliver
a more sporting, dayboat type driving
experience, as well as a few knots more on
the top speed. For those new to XO, the
first thing to note is that their hulls are
made of military grade aluminium, topped

with a GRP superstructure.
The utilitarian look of an
aluminium hull is disguised
on our test boat with a
stylish carbon effect wrap,
which we understand
will be a standard feature.
Our test boat was the first
DSCVR produced, so
there will be a few small
changes appearing on fullproduction models, and
we’ll tackle those as we go
through the boat.
At the stern the bathing

22 												

platform comprises two sections, one
either side of the engine well, and a centre
section that lifts to allow full engine tilt
and lays flat to deliver a full width, walkacross, platform. On the port hand side,
a fixed bathing ladder with good, looped
grab rails allows easy access to and from
the water, while both sides feature a selfdraining locker with gas strut stayed hatch
lids for rope or fender storage. Spanning
the two sides, arching over the engine, we
had a watersports towing tower finished,
like the rest of the boat’s metalwork, in
a matt black coating to match the hull
and non-slip foam style decking found
January 2021

Motorboat Owner © Digital Marine Media Ltd

on the bathing platforms, and also in the
cockpit. To move into the boat requires
stepping down from the bathing platform
into the cockpit. A transom seat sits level
with the bathing platform, and this can be
extended with cushions to create a fullwidth seat-cum-sun lounger, aided by the
removable backrest of the transom seat.
Flanking this there are a pair of fold down
seat bases that, when popped up, combine
with the transom seat to create a large,
U-shaped aft seating area, laid out around
a nice teak table with a fold-out leaf either
side. This table can be dropped, and infill
cushions added, to create a big sunpad out
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of the whole aft deck area.
The floor section beneath the table lifts
to reveal a big storage locker/machinery
space. Inside here you will find the battery
charger, power steering pump and fuel
tank. Forward of this, also in the cockpit
sole, there is another section of floor that
looks like it should lift but, on boat No:1,
was fixed. This looks ideal for storage of
wakeboards, skis and other watersports
paraphernalia, and we are informed

that this may be utilized in this way on
future boats. On the starboard side of
this central walkway there is a galley/
wet bar. Here you get a sink, beneath a
lifting worktop, with a deep-set storage
space next to it that looks ideal for a single
burner portable hob, if you don’t choose
the stove from the options list. Our boat
had storage below in the form of two softclosing drawers and a small cupboard,
but we expect final production boats will
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see a slightly different configuration of
the galley module. In fact, we understand
the whole module will be a little smaller
on production boats to allow more
adjustment on the helm seat in front of it.
Opposite the galley there is a twoseat bench with some additional useful
storage in its base. Forward of this you
get a comfortable double co-pilots seat.
This features separate lifting bolsters for
each occupant, a fold-down armrest at
each end, a brace of cupholders and a
conveniently placed grab handle on the
bulkhead in front. There is also a small,
recessed area in the moulding beneath
the windscreen for the crew to place a few
personal items. The console in front of the
co-pilot position hides a very useful toilet
compartment. This can be equipped with
a sea toilet with holding tank, sink and
hand shower. This area offers sitting room
only, and the entrance is a bit ungainly for
a slightly overweight middle-aged man
but, once inside, there is ample space to
Motorboat Owner © Digital Marine Media Ltd

sit and do your business, has good natural
daylight from a frosted overhead glass
panel and would make a welcome area for
those who may require some privacy when
changing in or out of watersports gear.
The skipper is equipped with a full
suspension seat as standard, with lifting
bolster and an armrest either side. The
armrest on this and the co-pilots seat,
while good, were a little floppy and are
due to be changed on production models
for something a bit more substantial. The
helm console is simplicity itself, with a
single Simrad multi-function display,
placed centrally, taking care of both
navigational and engine management
duties. A self-draining recessed area in
front of the display provides safe storage
for personal items, while circuit switches
are placed around the adjustable steering
wheel. The helm console is also where
you will find the boat’s refrigerator, with
access from the central walkway that takes
you through an opening section of the
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Our test boat was fitted with
the largest option, a 400hp
supercharged Mercury Verado

performance
As tested 45% fuel, 0% water, 1 crew, Force 2

windscreen and a lower door into the
bow. Unlike some ‘bow rider’ style boats,
this lower door is more than just a flap
of plastic that lets draughts and spray
through, it is around 1m tall and fully
seals the walkway to protect the cockpit
occupants from chills or worse, wet feet
if you manage to stuff the bow. Above,
the T-Top roof is a standard feature and
offers good headroom throughout the
cockpit, although taller boaters may have
to duck as they go forward to the bow,
as the headroom reduces a little where
it meets the windscreen. The T-top also
allows for the cockpit to be fully enclosed
with an optional canopy kit.
The bow area consists of an L-shaped
seat that runs along the port side and
across the bow, and a separate seat to
starboard in front of the helm console.

RPM

Knots LPH

GPH

MPG

600 (idle)
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4500
5000
5500
5850

2.7
4.9
6.9
7.8
11.4
13.1
18.2
25.0
30.4
34.4
38.8
41.1

0.55
1.01
1.65
2.66
4.14
5.48
7.26
9.35
12.3
16.1
21.4
28.5

4.91
4.85
4.18
2.93
2.75
2.39
2.51
2.67
2.47
2.14
1.81
1.44

2.5
4.6
7.5
12.1
18.8
24.9
33.0
42.5
56.1
73.4
97.2
129.6

Range
(nm)

340
336
289
203
190
165
174
185
171
148
125
100

Both of these seats are due to get backrests
on the console bulkhead behind on
production boats. All seat bases in the
bow have lined storage lockers below,
with easy access courtesy of gas strut
stayed lids. You don’t even need to remove
the cushions to gain access, although
without doing so the gas struts can’t do
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“The DSCVR takes off like
a scolded cat, topping out
at just over 41 knots”
their job. The locker in front of the helm
houses a windscreen washer bottle. This
wasn’t connected on our prototype boat,
but hopefully is something that makes it
into final production. There is nothing
worse for visibility than dry encrusted
salt on the screen. The whole bow area
is very deep, at around 1m from sole to
top of guardrail, making it particularly
safe for youngsters. Even when kneeling
on the seats, as they like to do, there is
still around half a metre to the top of the
grabrail, which conveniently goes all the
way from console to bow on both sides
for additional security. In the aft corners
of the bow, two small, non-slip moulded
steps, are easy to miss, but deliver good
opportunities to board or disembark the
boat from this area when alongside. At
the bow, the guardrails raise and open out
Motorboat Owner © Digital Marine Media Ltd

to also provide a safe and secure passage
on and off the boat over the front, if
required. Here, there is also a raised deck
that incorporates a hatch to provide access
to the anchor locker below. An optional
electric winch is available here, and a
clever touch is the small secondary hatch
built into the forward section of the lid to
allow the anchor rode to pass out while
keeping the main locker lid closed. To
make full use of the bow area, an optional
table can also be installed.
Underway
With the largest engine option, the
DSCVR delivers good performance,
getting onto the plane in five seconds,
reaching 20 knots just two seconds later
and reaching 30 knots in 12 seconds.
When you first nail the throttle there is a
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little bit of lag, which is noticeable in the
figures above, but once the supercharger
spools up, the boat takes off like a scolded
cat. At full throttle the Mercury engine
is far from quiet, but it’s a good throaty
noise that adds to the experience rather
than detracting from it. The problem, of
course, is that at this speed your wallet
and fuel tank are going to be emptying
faster than the toilet roll aisle at Tescos.
Dropping down to normal cruising
speeds, noise levels are very much
diminished and, at around 25 knots, the
400hp Verado delivers a rather reasonable
economy at around 2.7nm per gallon.
Even ramping it up to 5000rpm and
around 35 knots you are still getting over
2nm per gallon, meaning you can have
some fun without breaking the bank.
As we have experienced with other XO
models we have tested, the DSCVR has
a soft riding hull that just seems to carve
through chop, wake and swell with ease
and maximum comfort. It is particularly

There is a sociable seating area on the aft deck

impressive in a head sea, where the
vertical bow just carves through the
waves with minimal fuss. At faster speeds
the hull provides a fun filled experience,
allowing the helm to throw it around and
pull off some fast, high speed manoeuvres
in comfort and safety, with the engine
ventilating just enough, if pushed too far,
to bring everything back
under control.
Aluminium
hulls can
sometimes be
noisy, acting
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like a big drum with each wave slap, but
the XO delivers none of this.
The driving position is nicely protected
behind the screen when seated, but the
equally comfortable standing and leaning
helming options deliver a more wind-inyour-hair experience if that is what you
are after. The seated driving position is one
of the most car-like I can remember, with
a nice elbow rest for your throttle arm and
generally excellent levels of comfort and
ergonomics. We found that spray from
the bow did find its way back to the helm,
indicating it could be a wet ride in certain
conditions, but with the protection of the
screen and the double pantograph
wipers, for both helm and
co-pilot, this

Motorboat Owner © Digital Marine Media Ltd

is merely a problem only in as much as
you have to reach for the wiper switch to
ensure your excellent visibility remains.
The vertical bow does occasionally ‘catch’
the back of a wave when motoring in a
following sea, creating a small amount
of bow steer, but this is easily correctable
and after a while you barely notice it. In
short, the DSCVR feels like the equivalent
of a two seater sports car, nippy, nimble,
responsive and fun to drive. The big
difference is, of course, that with the
DSCVR you can take your whole family
along with you to enjoy the ride.
Conclusion
The guys and girls at XO certainly
understand what is required on a sporty
dayboat, and with the DSCVR they
have delivered again. It is pretty much
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everything you could want in a family,
multi-use dayboat with features like the
toilet compartment, the icing on the cake.
Of course, above all, a sportsboat must
be exciting and fun to drive, and with
400 horses on the back, the XO doesn‘t
disappoint. I am not sure if the smallest
engine option would cut the mustard in
quite the same way, so maybe this is one
of those boats where scrimping on engine
specs is not the way to go. With around
£11,500 difference between the 250hp
and the 400hp options, I would look for
savings elsewhere, if they are needed. It is
a sportsboat after all, and it deserves the
power on the back to behave as one. Having
said that, the DSCVR is not an expensive

xoboats.com
xoboats.com

The DSCVR is a great, fun-to-drive all-rounder

boat to begin with. With the base model
starting at £91,500, and the standard boat
already coming with a decent level of
equipment, you can afford to splash out
a few extra ponies for a few extra horses
for the transom. Go on, you know you
deserve it.

ENQUIRIES: Ideal Boat Sales Ltd Tel: 01758 703013 www.idealboat.com

XO DSCVR WHEN OTHERS STAY IN PORT

You May ALSO LIKE

Nimbus T8

Husky R8

Axopar 28 T-Top

LOA: 7.93m
Beam: 2.55m
Displacement: 2,300kg ex eng
Enquiries: Offshore Powerboats
01590 677955
www.offshorepowerboats.co.uk

LOA: 7.6m
Beam: 2.48m
Displacement: 1,365kg ex eng
Enquiries: Idealboat Sales Ltd
01758 703013
www.idealboat.com

LOA: 8.75m
Beam: 2.95m
Displacement: 1,840kg ex eng
Enquiries: Offshore Powerboats
01590 677955
www.offshorepowerboats.co.uk

The award winning T8
offers a two-berth cabin,
small galley and separate
toilet compartment below
decks.

PRICE from circa £90,000

Like the XO, the flagship
R8 Husky comes with an
aluminium hull and single
outboard power. Options
range from 225hp to 300hp.

PRICE from £81,889

> NEXT MONTH

DEEP-V HULL MARINE ALUMINIUM BOATS
XO DSCVRHULL
WHEN
OTHERSALUMINIUM
STAY IN PORT BOATS
DEEP-V
MARINE

Slightly larger, the Axopar
offers a central helm
console and walkaround
design with outboard
power up to 400hp.

PRICE from circa £80,000

Jeanneau Merry Fisher 795
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Idealboat Pwllheli

The Powerboat Centre
Pwllheli Marina,
LL53 5YT
Idealboat
Pwllheli
Phone
:
01758
703
013
The Powerboat Centre
Pwllheli Marina, LL53 5YT
Phone : 01758 703 013

Idealboat Southampton

Southampton Dry Stack
Drivers Wharf,
146 Millbank Street
Idealboat
Southampton
Phone:
01758
703
013
Southampton Dry Stack
Drivers Wharf, 146 Millbank Street
Phone: 01758 703 013
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SALES@IDEALBOAT.COM
SALES@IDEALBOAT.COM
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Motorboat
Owner

PROJECT BOAT

PROJECT Fairline Vixen

I

had a few jobs planned for this month,
but didn’t get quite as far through
the list as I would have liked. As we
had managed to get the engine running
last month, it became apparent that we
were not far away from actually putting
the boat in the water and giving it a sea
trial. Yes, there is still lots to do to the
boat, everything bar the mechanicals in
fact, but before we get too stuck in with
cosmetics, domestics and appearances, it
would be prudent to ensure that not only
does the boat run, it also performs under
load. On that basis a list was made of what

needed doing, and it included sorting
the propeller, ensuring that the boat had
a working bilge blower, fine tuning the
engine, getting the power trim working
and completing the engine by reinstalling
the air filter system. The sea trial can
be undertaken with the temporary fuel
supply, so there is no rush to reinstate the
fixed tank and pipe work, and the engine
instrumentation at the helm is still very
flaky so we may need to take a look at that
if we want accurate engine information.
With regard to this, I would really like to
know oil pressure, engine temperature and
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engine revs as a minimum
before we properly put the
engine under load.
The propeller was in a very bad
way. There wasn’t much in the way of
corrosion, which was good, but each blade
had seen plenty of shallow, or obstacle
strewn action and there were dents in
each blade and even chunks missing. I
priced up a new one, and it came in at
around £250. This isn’t too bad but, and
it’s a big but, I don’t know for sure that the
prop that came with the boat is the right
one. It may have been changed, especially
given the boat spent its last few active
years inland, and I didn’t want to splash
out on a new one only to find it wasn’t the
right size to allow the engine to rev freely
up to its maximum. This led me to look
at the repair option. My plan, originally,
was to take the prop to a repair shop in
person and follow the process. I thought it
would be interesting to see how a prop is
repaired, balanced and checked for pitch.
Unfortunately Covid put paid to that, as
the repair company were not allowing

The damaged prop could
be replaced for £250 or
repaired for £66. We
chose to repair it

non-employees into the workshop, which
is fair enough under the circumstances.
This meant I had to put the prop in the
post, with a promise from the repairers
that they would take some photos for
me. With the Christmas break, I won’t
be seeing it again until the new year,
hopefully looking as good as new.
With the prop sent off I could look at
a bit of fine tuning of the engine. With

A final check on the points gap was undertaken
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The dwell angle was 62°, showing our points were perfect. The timing light attaches to the plug lead

With the strobe timing light connected, the
timing and advance functions can be tested.
The distributor is loosened first

all the basics set up, it runs and revs well.
There is a bit of lumpiness at idle, and I
may need to look at the fine art of carb
balancing at some point. For now though,
I did a final check on the points gap to
make sure it hadn’t changed and then,
with the idle adjusted down to 850rpm,
I checked the dwell angle. This process
is like fine tuning your points to ensure
optimum opening and closing times. On
a four cylinder engine, the points open
4 times for each 360° revolution of the
distributor shaft. In effect, the points are
open at 0°, 90°, 180° and 270°, but they
don’t just open and close immediately,
there is an arc of a number of degrees
where the points are open and another
when they are closed. What the dwell
angle measures is the arc where the points
are closed. On a four-cylinder engine,
where the points opening lobes are 90°
apart, the dwell angle is usually around
60°. On an eight cylinder engine, where
there are twice as many points opening
lobes per 360° revolution, the dwell angle
will be around half, or approximately 30°.
A six-cylinder engine will be in between,
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with the lobes at 60° apart and a dwell
in the region of 45°. The actual figure
for your engine should be in the owner’s
manual. For the AQ151B, the correct
dwell setting is 62°±3°. If your dwell
angle is too big, the points are staying
closed too long and you need to adjust
the points gap to make it slightly smaller,
and vice versa. The dwell meter is simply
connected between the negative terminal
of the coil and a good earth point. In an
uncharacteristic stroke of good fortune,
the dwell angle was bang on 62° on first
test, meaning no fiddly adjustment was
needed.
Next up came the ignition timing. This
requires a strobe light, which is powered
from the battery and uses a sensing wire
that clamps around the spark plug lead
of number one cylinder. Before getting
started, you just need to slightly loosen
the bolt that clamps the distributor in
place. You don’t want this so loose that the
distributor can spin freely, or even vibrate
out of position, just loose enough that it
will require a little bit of effort to turn the
distributor by hand. With the bolt cracked
loose, the engine can be started and the
strobe light aimed at the timing marks on
the crankshaft pulley. It is very important
that your engine idle is set correctly for
this, as the timing should advance as the
revs increase, a function we will also test.
The manual for the AQ151 states that at an
idle speed of 850rpm, the timing should
be 6° before top dead centre (BTDC).
Luckily, my dwell meter has an RPM
function, as the helm tacho was wildly out.
The strobe is pointed at the crankshaft
pulley and the timing mark should be
illuminated against the fixed timing scale
behind it. This is hard to photograph, but
very easy to see if you do it yourself. Our

Small adjustments of the distributor, by twisting
it, allowed us to set the timing up exactly to spec

engine was reading around 4°BTDC, so
this meant we could twist the distributor
ever so slightly, until the idle timing was
showing 6° BTDC. Then I could nip up
the distributor clamp bolt, double check
the idle timing was still correct at idle and
move on to checking the timing advance
function. Slowly increasing the engine
revs, the crankshaft timing mark should
move further along the fixed scale. The
next measurement in our manual states
that at 4200rpm the mark should be
between 32 and 36° BTDC. Sure enough,
as the revs increased the timing advanced
until we had 34° at 4200rpm, meaning
our distributor was working as it should.
With this adjustment we could hear
an improvement in smoothness of the
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engines idle.
The bilge blower was non-operative
when I tried it last. Since then it has been
removed from the boat, taken into the
workshop and bench tested. It appears
that the fault was just poor connections in
the wiring, as it now runs with no further
work needed. I have just added a length
of hose to allow it to suck fumes from the
very lowest point of the engine bay and
have reinstalled it. With the helm electrics
still in need of work, I have rigged a
temporary supply direct from the battery
and have put a fuse and switch in line to
allow me to use it during these testing
phases. This will get a proper installation
once I start on the rest of the boat’s
electrics, hopefully next month.

The bilge blower has been installed with some
temporary wiring to allow bilge excavation
The engine has been tuned, the air filters reinstated and is now ready for a sea trial

The air filter/flame arrester elements were
cleaned up and installed on the carburettors

The air filters / flame arrestors have been
given a clean in the parts washer and then
rinsed and dried. These, together with the
air intake plastics, have been reinstalled on
the engine meaning the engine is finally
finished. There may be a bit of tweaking
with the carbs once the boat is in the
water, but for now I can move on to other
things.
The non-functioning power trim
was starting to bug me. The pump had
previously been removed and bench tested
and was shown to be working fine. Now,
all I was getting from the trim switch at
the helm was the clicking of the solenoids,
but no pump action at all. Thinking it was
a poor wiring connection betwixt helm
and transom, I added some ATF to the
system and rigged a roving live wire direct
from the battery to see if I could bypass
any potential wiring issues. After a bit of
trial and error elimination the problem
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quickly became clear. If I bypassed the
solenoids, and put power directly to the
pump’s two live wires, the pump would
run happily in both directions. This was
the extent on my bench testing last time
and why I thought everything was OK.
Despite there being lots of air in the
system, I even saw some rise in the drive.

This was positive on a number of levels.
We know the pump will do its job, and I
could also see that the overhauled trim
rams appeared to be working and, at least
at this early stage, we were seeing no signs
of any leakage from the rams or any of the
pipe work.
If I jumped power to the solenoid

ATF was added to the power trim pump and the drive showed signs of lifting with no leaks
Motorboat Owner © Digital Marine Media Ltd								
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CUTTING

the latest boating gear
and technology

Lowrance

There was no current passing through the power trim solenoids, despite showing signs of working

activation terminal I was still just getting
a loud click, but no pump action. I
have witnessed this before and a quick
check with a multi-meter confirmed my
suspicions. Both solenoids, although
activating, were simply not passing any
current. So, it was off with the pump

again and back into the workshop where
the two solenoids were removed. Further
bench testing confirmed my diagnoses
beyond doubt. These are sealed units, so
there was little more I could do other than
start looking online for replacements.
In the meantime I broke one open just
to see if what I suspected was true and
it was. The terminals were covered in so
much corrosion that, despite them being
thrust onto the terminals as intended,
they were completely insulated. Luckily,
the solenoids are available as separate
components, rather than having to
replace the whole pump unit, so the repair
should be reasonably cost effective. I’ll be
reporting on that next month.

Spend so far

Motorboat
Owner

PROJECT BOAT
This month’s spend

Propeller repair £66.00

Balance from last month

Once broken open, the corroded contacts
confirmed exactly what the problem was

£2,191.34

Total to date: £2,257.34
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Marine electronics company, Lowrance, has launched a new
fish finder series called Elite Fishing System. The system
combines Lowrance’s full line up of fish finding tools with a
7 or 9-inch display. Functions include the new ActiveTarget
live sonar, high resolution Active Imaging with Lowrance CHIRP sonar, SideScan and
DownScan imaging and pre-loaded C-MAP Contour+ fishing maps. With ActiveTarget
the display will show live images, including fish movements, in real time. Elite FS
displays can also be networked wirelessly, via NMEA2000 and Ethernet and can also be
upgraded with Halo Radar. Price from £742 www.lowrance.com

Honda

Honda’s range of Honwave inflatables have
been given an updated look and a range
of new features. With a choice of slatted
floor, air deck or aluminium deck, the
Honwave range for 2021 includes features
such as new loop handles and bow roller
to reduce wear, a redesigned drain valve
and relocated oar storage, and a brand new
eye-catching grey and blue design with
red flashes. There are ten models available,
ranging from 2.02m to 3.95m, with two
slatted floor models, four aluminium floor
models and four with an inflatable keel.
Price from £700
www.honda.co.uk

Gill Marine

On the water
clothing
manufacturer,
Gill, has
introduced a
new, limited
edition, OS2
jacket using
surplus
materials
left over in their manufacturing
process to help minimize
waste, improve operations and
highlight the problem of plastics
in the ocean. With 29% of the
proceeds going to Plastic Oceans
UK, there are only 50 of these
‘greener’ OS2 jackets available,
so you’ll need to be quick.
Price £299 www.gillmarine.com
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UK
& Ireland
Guernsey

THREE-PART SERIES

MOTORBOAT CHARTER GUIDE

NEW SERIES Motorboat Owner uncovers the cruising
regions offering weekly bareboat motorboat charters
W

hether you have a boat or not,
chartering a hireboat is a good way to
expand your horizons and experience a
different perspective on boating. For the
seasoned boater it might mean ticking
cruising areas off a bucket list, exploring
regions that are not necessarily reachable
by your own boat, trying a different style
of boat or, indeed, it is ideal for those
thinking of moving from sail to power.
For the wannabe boater or first timer, it is
a great opportunity to try your hand at it
without the ties of ownership, and burden
of preparing a vessel for use. In this series,

Part 1: UK & Ireland
Part 2: Europe
Part 3: Long haul

Motorboat Owner has set out to find
the cruising areas and the companies
that offer affordable weekly motorboat
bareboat charter services, and this month
the focus is on the UK and Ireland.
With weekly coastal bareboat motorboat
hire almost non-existent in the UK and
Ireland, and where it does exist it is
often in excess £1k per day, beginners
and seasoned boaters looking for an
affordable 7-day break afloat will need to
head for the inland waterways. However,
a bewildering choice of cruising regions,
hireboat companies and numerous
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bases await, not to mention a variety of
practical, comfortable and frequently
stylish hireboats, many of which now
have all ‘mod cons’, such as inverters and
heating, to be totally self-sufficient. Some
companies are independent, while some
are affiliated to marketing and booking
agents such as Blakes Holidays and
Hoseasons. Others are part of worldwide
brands, such as Le Boat and Locaboat.
Key charter cruising regions are the
Shannon and Lough Erne for Ireland,
the Caledonian Canal in Scotland and
in England, the Thames, Broads and
Great Ouse are well catered for hireboat
exploration. Across the board you are
looking at paying a starting price from

£700-£1000 for a week aboard a modest,
four-berth cruiser. Much also depends
on when you go. In the UK and Ireland,
most cruise charter seasons run from
March to October. The summer months
of July and August are, of course, the most
popular months as they usually enjoy the
best weather, longer days, are in school
holidays and are therefore regarded as
the high season, with prices increased
accordingly. Going outside of high
season usually offers better value and will
almost certainly be quieter. In Ireland in
particular, September is regarded as one
of the best ‘off-season’ times to go, as the
weather is usually dry, the water is warmer
and it is not as crowded.
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BROADS
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Broads Known as Britain’s largest

protected wetland, and third largest inland
waterway, the Norfolk and Suffolk Broads
have the status of a national park, and
are often described as a magical boating
playground. The Broads are a unique
myriad of wide and gentle landscapes, with
reed-fringed, interlinked lakes and rivers
stretching 303 square kilometres through
the two counties, with a tidal section,
Breydon Water, connecting the Northern
Broads with the Southern Broads via Great
Yarmouth. The wide, shallow lakes are
manmade and date back to medieval times,
consequently they are studded with iconic

mills and historic landmarks. A mecca for
genteel boating, the Broads have been a
popular hireboat destination for centuries,
with the Victorians introducing the first
holiday boating here. Many boat builders
became established along the banks,
providing boats for this market, including
Broom Boats and Martham Boats, and
today some of these early boats can still
be seen cruising the Broads. Some are also
available for hire from companies such
as Herbert Woods and Martham Boats.
Hirefleets are widespread on the Broads,
with bases on the Northern Broads
at Wroxham, Horning, Upton, Acle,
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Ludham, Potter Heigham and Martham,
and on the Southern Broads at Brundall,
Norwich, Chedgrave and Reedham, there
are simply too many to mention. But
fear not, the area is actually quite close
knit so, if you move each day, in a week
you should expect to be able to ‘do’ 90%
of the Broads. Moorings are available
at ‘staithes’ at idyllic towns and villages,
meadows or outside the many waterside
pubs. Visitor berthing is also available at
various large marinas and boatyards. Key
family attractions include The Museum of
the Broads at Stalham, Bewilderwood at
Horning and Pettitts Animal Adventure

Park at Reedham, while the seaside at
Great Yarmouth and historic Norwich
are go-to destinations. Hoseasons is a
broker company encompassing various
bases, including Norfolk Yacht Agency,
Barnes Brinkcraft, Faircraft Loynes and
Broom Holidays. Larger, well established,
independent companies worthy of a
mention include Richardsons and Herbert
Woods. For more information on boating
holidays on the Broads, see the Visit the
Broads website. Various itineraries and
distance calculators are available via this
useful site. There is also an interactive map
on the Herbert Woods website. See map >
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BROADS
WROXHAM

GREAT OUSE
RICHARDSONS

www.richardsonsboatingholidays.co.uk

NORFOLK
BROADS DIRECT

4-berth week
prices from

Martham Boats
www.marthamboats.com

£550

www.broads.co.uk

4-berth week
prices from

4-berth week
prices from

£826

£950

Barnes Brinkcraft
www.barnesbrinkcraft.co.uk
4-berth week
prices from

£550

HORNING

LUDHAM

www.richardsonsboatingholidays.co.uk

£550

HERBERT WOODS
www.herbertwoods.co.uk

4-berth week
prices from

£597

Horning Pleasurecraft
www.broadshols.co.uk

©VisitEngland

POTTER
HEIGHAM

RICHARDSONS

4-berth week
prices from

MARTHAM

4-berth week
prices from

£550

NORWICH

Hartford Marina

Bridgecraft
www.hoseasons.co.uk

R

4-berth week
prices from

FREEDOM
BOATING HOLIDAYS

N
DO
EY

TE
WA

HUNTINGTON

Cambridge

BR

£425

GREAT
YARMOUTH

www.freedomboatingholidays.co.uk

4-berth week
prices from

ST. NEOTS

ST. IVES

£TBA

REEDHAM

Bridge Boatyard

BRUNDaLL
Norfolk Yacht
Agency

www.bridgeboatyard.com

4-berth week
prices from

www.nya.co.uk/boating-holidays

4-berth week
prices from

£1150

BROOM HOLIDAYS
www.broomboats.com

PACIFIC CRUISERS
www.pacificcruisers.co.uk

£685

Sanderson
Marine Craft
www.sandersonmarine.co.uk

4-berth week
prices from

4-berth week
prices from

£595

£525

Great Ouse Lying in East Anglia,

the Great Ouse is 145 miles long and
one of the longest rivers in England.
Flowing through the counties of
Northamptonshire, Buckinghamshire,
Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and
Norfolk, its source is near Brackley and,
navigable from Bedfordshire, the Great
Ouse meanders through unspoilt towns,
meadows, ornate bridges and wooded
countryside before reaching Kings Lynn
and The Wash. Major towns on route

4-berth week
prices from

£729

BECCLES

SILVERLINE

ELY

www.silverlinemarine.co.uk
4-berth week
prices from

£639
©TomBarrett/BroadsAuthority
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include spire-studded towns of Ely, St
Ives, St Neots and Huntingdon. Overnight
moorings consist of secluded waterside
pubs, meadows and town quaysides, with
some locks to negotiate in the western
section between Ely and Bedford. We
uncovered one company, Bridge Boatyard,
which has six very affordably-priced
motorboats available from a base at
picturesque Ely, which is fairly central.
From here it should be quite feasible to see
it all in week.
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SCOTLAND - CALEDONIAN CANAL

Scotland Cruising the wild, rugged

and heathered Scottish highlands is
perhaps on many of our cruising bucket
lists. However, despite coastal motorboat
charters being readily available as far back
as the 70s from Oban and Loch Goilhead,
today such opportunities are somewhat
scarce and limited to day hire, unless of
course you are prepared to take charge of a
sailing boat. Scotland does, however, have
one extraordinary and spectacular canal
that offers motorboat hire and scenery
that will simply take your breath away. The
Caledonian Canal.

Caledonian Canal Virtually

cutting Scotland into two parts, the
Caledonian Canal lies within the Great
Glen, a massive fault line resulting
from a tectonic tear in the earth’s crust
over 300 million years ago. Running
for approximately 60 miles, from Fort
William on the west coast to Inverness
on the east coast, the canal provides safe
passage for vessels, avoiding the exposed
waters of the northern coastline. Thanks
to famous engineer, Thomas Telford,
overseeing a massive feat of engineering

LE BOAT

www.leboat.co.uk
4-berth week
prices from

£765

West Highland
Sailing

in its construction including a flight of six
locks at Fort Augustas, the canal connects
three natural stunning lochs, Loch Ness,
Loch Oich and Loch Lochy, passing some
of the most dramatic and rugged scenery
Scotland has to offer, including the snowcapped Ben Nevis, cascading waterfalls,
dense pine forests and mountainous
landscape. If remote cruising is your thing,
this charter is definitely for you. Being
self sufficient is part of the fun and the
charm of cruising the canal, as it takes in
many remote idyllic overnight mooring
spots. But don’t fear there are several
towns and quiet villages with pontoons or

quaysides for overnighting and provisionsourcing. There are three companies
currently offering bareboat charter on
the canal, Caley Cruisers, with its Broom
and Haines-based fleet at Inverness, and
Le Boat and West Highland Sailing both
at Laggan on Loch Lochy. With the bases
at almost opposite ends of the canal, it is
very feasible to see the whole canal by a
return trip charter. You will find a Caley
Cruisers charter cruise report in the
December 2015 issue of MBO.
CALEY CRUISERS
www.caleycruisers.com

www.westhighlandsailing.com

4-berth week
prices from

£879

4-berth week
prices from

£549

Ben Nevis

LOUGH LOCH

Y

LOUGH OICH
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IRELAND - LOUGH ERNE & SHANNON
© ChrisHill/TourismIreland

©Carrickcraft

Carrick on Shannon

Ireland In Ireland, motorboat hire

is focused on the inland waterways of
the Shannon and Lough Erne, with an
interlinked cruising area spanning nearly
224 miles, with Lough Erne in the north
and the Shannon River in the south. With
its massively diverse cruising grounds
made up of picturesque loughs with
remote islands as well as rivers with locks,
there is a massive selection of companies
to choose from, too many to mention,
in fact. There are also companies with
multiple bases that offer one-way hire.
Many come under a Cruise Ireland group
umbrella. Useful navigation guides can be
found online at Waterways Ireland and
charter websites such as Carrickcraft.

Lough Erne Lough Erne in

Northern Ireland easily warrants a week of
swallows and amazons-style exploration,
with no locks to negotiate. Likened to
a Scandinavian archipelago, the Lower
Lough Erne in the north has great
expanses and numerous islands to explore,
while a river leads to a meandering
southern waterway, Upper Lough Erne,
which has towns and harbours, including
Enniskillen, to moor up and discover.
Charter companies based on Lough
Erne include Manor House Marine and
Aghinver Boat Company, both with
modern, Haines and Broom-based fleets
available. An excellent map of the Erne
can be found here.
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Shannon-Erne Waterway

Further south, the Shannon-Erne
Waterway is a recently rejuvenated
waterway and series of locks that links
the Erne and Shannon, running east to
west. Re-opened in 1994 and starting just
north of Belturbet, the waterway is 63km
of river, lake and canal. With 16 locks it
travels through Ireland’s lush riverside
pastures, ending at Leitrim Village. It is
roughly 20 hours cruising from Lower
Lough Erne to Carrick-on-Shannon.

Shannon Known as the historic

backbone of Ireland, the Shannon is, in
fact, its longest river, stretching 215km
from Lough Allen in the north to its

mouth at the coastal town of Limerick.
The castle-studded river has seven locks
and narrows and broadens as it negotiates
the wide expanses of Loughs Ree and
Derg. As a waterway, it offers overnighting
at idyllic harbours, peaceful bays, lively
towns and pretty villages. You will
find a multitude of companies offering
motorboat charters on the Shannon, with
major bases at Carrick, Banagher and
Portumna. These include Silverline, Le
Boat, Locaboat, Carrickcraft, Aghinver
Boat Company and Linssen Boating
Holidays, some of which have been
established for over 50 years.
See map next page >
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IRELAND - LOUGH ERNE & SHANNON
To Carrick
& Lough Erne

Aghinver Boat
Company

LOWER LOUGH ERNE

www.abcboats.com

4-berth week
prices from

Bess Island

£720
LOUGH
REE

MANOR HOUSE
MARINE

Lough Erne

www.loughreecruisers.com

4-berth week
prices from

€1100

www.abcboats.com

Shannon

4-berth week
prices from

Northern Ireland

Lough Ree
Cruisers

Southern
Ireland

£610

Enniskillen

LOCABOAT
www.locaboat.com

4-berth week
prices from

€1064
UPPER LOUGH
ERNE

Enniskillen

Clonmacnoise Castle

EMERALD STAR/
LE BOAT

LINSSEN BOATING
HOLIDAYS

www.emeraldstar.ie

4-berth week
prices from

LOUGH
ALLEN

BANAGHER

€729

on-Erne W
Shann

4-berth week
prices from

€1740

PORTUMNA

y
rw a
e
t
a

www.linssenboatingholidays.com

CARRICKCRAFT
www.carrickcraft.com

4-berth week
prices from

€1200
LOUGH
DERG

LOCABOAT
www.locaboat.com

4-berth week
prices from

SILVER LINE
CRUISERS

CARRICK

www.silverlinecruisers.com

4-berth week
prices from

€1064

CARRICKCRAFT

€820

Kilclare, Shannon Erne Waterway

www.carrickcraft.com

4-berth week
prices from

€1200

LINSSEN BOATING
HOLIDAYS

Shannon
Southern
Ireland

4-berth week
prices from

KILLALOE

€1740

EMERALD STAR/
LE BOAT
www.emeraldstar.ie

4-berth week
prices from

€729

River Shannon
To Lough Ree

LIMERICK

PHOTOS: Tourism Ireland, Carrickcraft, Le Boat

www.linssenboatingholidays.com

RIVER THAMES

OXFORD
ABINGDON
COTSWOLD
BOAT HIRE

www.cotswoldboat.co.uk
4-berth week
prices from

£925

CAVERSHAM
BOAT SERVICES

BYGONE BOATING

www.cavershamboatservices.co.uk

4-berth week
prices from

www.bygoneboating.co.uk

4-berth week
prices from

MARLOW

£549

£900

KRIS CRUISERS
www.kriscruisers.co.uk

4-berth week
prices from

£736

HENLEY

www.leboat.com
4-berth week
prices from

Henley-on-Thames

£1039

WINDSOR

Thames Flowing from the west in

the Cotswolds, the River Thames travels
east over 210 miles, cutting through the
heart of England, bypassing some of its
most picturesque and historic towns
before passing through its beating heart,
the capital city of London, and flowing
out into the North Sea. Made navigable
by a system of locks, the diverse river
will cater for the shopaholic, walker and
peace-seeking nomadic boater. Suitable
for families, groups and couples, it passes
many towns and attractions, and through
rolling countryside of the shire counties.
Overnight moorings are available on
farmers fields and meadows, remote
islands, quaint town quaysides and
alongside bustling town and city centres,
some of which are free for 24-hour stays

LE BOAT

READING
HOBBS OF HENLEY

LE BOAT

www.hobbsofhenley.com

www.leboat.com
4-berth week
prices from

£1039

4-berth week
prices from

£1900

while others are £5-10 per night. There are
also a few marinas on route offering visitor
berthing. Highlights and historic sights
include Windsor Castle, Hampton Court,
Cliveden House, the home of the Royal
Regatta Henley-on-Thames, Legoland,
Thorpe Park and of course the grand city
of Oxford, which marks the upstream
end of navigation for most Thames
hireboats. The downstream limit is usually
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SHEPPERTON

KINGSTONUPONTHAMES

Kingston-upon-Thames. This section
encompasses 31 locks so, depending on
the base you choose and whether you
choose to go upstream, downstream, or a
bit of both, in high season, moving each
day, it should be feasible to see 60-75%
of this river section in a week. Hireboat
companies are well spread along the
Thames and include Hobbs of Henley,
Kris Cruisers, Caversham Boat Services

and the worldwide chain, Le Boat, which
has two bases, one at Benson and the
other in Chertsey, and can offer oneway explorations. There is also the newly
established Bygone Boating which, as the
names suggests, includes a fleet of boats
from the 50s, 60s and 70s, including an
archetypal Freeman and Bates Star Craft.
For information on Thames boating
holidays see the Visit Thames website.
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Q&A

If you have a question, email us at

Your Questions Answered

editorial@motorboatowner.co.uk

Visiting yachtsman welcome

Q Often, when visiting

Fairline Targa 34 MkI or Mk II?

Q I am looking at buying a Fairline Targa 34 and have been told there are two

versions, a Mk1 and a Mk2. What are the main differences, and is one preferable
to the other?

A The Targa was launched in 1997 and built until 2006. The Mk1 version

was only built during 1997 and 1998, so the majority of boats on the market
will be Mk2s. The main difference can be found in the forward cabin, where
the Mk1 had a twin berth arrangement with infill and the Mk2 offered an
offset double. Personally, I can see a benefit in either layout, depending upon
your requirements, but the majority of buyers seem to prefer the Mk2 which,
combined with it’s younger age, tends to see a Mk2 version holding its value
better and being more in demand. There were other differences between the
models, in areas such as the saloon, galley and toilet compartment, some of
which I think favour the Mk1. If you can, you really should try and get onboard
both versions, and the choice of which one you should go for will quickly become
evident. Engine option is another consideration. Mk1 boats will typically have
twin 200hp Volvo AD41s or 230hp KAD42s, while Mk2s included options of
230hp KAD43s, 260hp KAD44s and 285hp
KAD300s. All these engine options will
deliver good performance, with a minimum
30 knot top speed, but obviously the later
boats, with larger engines, will deliver slightly
more sparkle and top speeds approaching 40
knots. For more info on the Targa 34, see our
used boat guide in the January 2018 issue.
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new places in the boat, we
see a yacht club onshore
with a sign that says ‘visiting
yachtsman welcome’. I know
it sounds like a silly question,
but as motorboaters, does
that include us? Some of
these places look lovely and
would make a welcome
change for a meal or a
drink to the usual waterside pubs and restaurants, but I don’t want to have that
awkward conversation where I have to explain that I don’t have a yacht.

A I have had some lovely evenings in yacht clubs and never once refused entry

because I was in a motorboat. Some of these establishments can seem a bit stuffy
from the outside, but I have only ever received a warm welcome once through
the door. Many ‘yacht’ clubs have a mix of sail and power membership anyway,
so they won’t bat at eyelid at your choice of boat. You often need to sign in, and
this often makes you a temporary member to meet the terms of the clubs alcohol
licence, but other than that, you are usually free to enjoy the facilities and
socialise with the members. Most clubs will have details of bar and restaurant
opening times on their website. Next time you are passing one try popping in, I
bet you have a great time.

SYSTEMS SOLUTION
The

• Quality engineering
• Innovative design
• Competitive pricing
• Guaranteed compatibility
• Unrivalled warranty

for WASTE

WATER

t: 023 8045 4507

e: S A L E S @VETUS.C O.UK

W W W .V E T U S . C O M
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Q&A

If you have a question, email us at

Your Questions Answered

editorial@motorboatowner.co.uk

Fairline Carrera

KAD42 faulty supercharger

like to keep it at home over the winter. The trouble I am having is finding the
exact weight of the boat so that I can source a trailer for it. Can you help?

It simply doesn’t cut in so acceleration is very slow until,
eventually, the turbo kicks in. It seems to spin freely and isn’t
making any funny noises. Could it be electrical or am I likely
looking at an expensive replacement?

Q I am looking to buy a Fairline Carrera with twin petrol engines and would
A The brochure weight of a single engine Carrera is 2,100kg, your second

engine and drive will add somewhere in the region of 200-300kg, once you
include all the extra bits plus a second battery. You then have to accept that
brochure weights, particularly from this era, always seem to be on the light side,
mainly due to not including any extras, fluids or even cruising basics such as
fenders, warps and anchor etc, as well as variations in the layup. Even lightly
loaded with kit, and just a little bit of fuel in the tank, could easily add another
200-300kg, which brings the twin engine Carrera up to somewhere in the region
of 2,500 to 2,800kg. With that in mind, you may just about get away with towing
it on a trailer with a GVW of 3,500kg and an unladden weight of no more than
700kgs. A lightweight aluminium trailer will buy you a bit more leeway with
the boat, with something like the Gecko 3500kg double axle trailer coming in
at just 425kg, therefore allowing the boat to be up to 3,075kg. The problem will
be that these figures can only be verified by getting the boat weighed and you
may find that when you do, it is heavier than you think. Ultimately, the Carrera,
particularly in twin engine guise, is right on the limit when it comes to towing,
not just on weight, but also width where you will need to make full use of the
permitted overhangs either side due to the Fairline’s 2.88m beam. You will need
to also have the correct entitlement on your license and use a vehicle that is
permitted to tow
up to the 3,500kg
limit, which
ultimately means
a serious 4x4.

The Fairline
Carrera can just
about be trailed
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Q The supercharger on my KAD42 has stopped working.

A I would start with the simple electrical checks. Ensure that the circuit

breaker on the black box mounted on the engine hasn’t tripped. Then, inside this
box, check the relays are all good, with clean contacts and no evidence of any
overheating. Beyond this, you may need to get a Volvo dealer to take a look and
decide where you go next. These superchargers are very expensive to replace, but
failures seem quite rare, so fingers crossed it is something simple.

DPH drive stuck in gear

Q When coming in to moor last time out, one of

our DPH drives stuck in forward gear and would not
come out. Pushing the throttle forwards or backwards just
resulted in more acceleration forwards. I had to shut the engine off
and come into my berth on one engine, luckily without incident. In
the engine room everything looks OK with the gearshift cable going to
the drive moving backwards and forwards on command. I haven’t taken
the boat out of the water yet, but any ideas what to look for when I do?

A It sounds to me like your gearshift cable has become detached on the

drive end. For some reason Volvo used a brass split pin to retain the cable
end and I have witnessed a couple of times this pin corroding to the point of
disintegrating. I don’t know the reason why Volvo chose a brass material for
this pin, but on both boats that suffered this failure the pin was replaced with
a stainless one and neither have suffered the problem again. If, when you gain
access to this area, the cable is still connected, then ensure it is travelling the full
deflection needed to engage both forward and reverse. If it is not, it may just be
an adjustment issue. If it is, the problem is likely to be inside the drive.
Motorboat Owner © Digital Marine Media Ltd								
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Hooked
Simon Everett looks at bait,
in particular versatile mackerel

T

he most important component of
any fishing setup is the bait and
how it is presented, yet so often it
isn’t given the prominence that it deserves.
Certain baits and how they are presented
are specific for the target fish species,
other baits are more universal in their
appeal, but even then the way the bait is
presented can attract certain species or put
others off.
Fish that forage for their food primarily
on the seabed, sometimes having to
dig the tasty morsels out of the sand or
shingle, need your bait to be presented
hard on the bottom to stand any chance of
catching them. Other fish take advantage
of whatever opportunity exists, sometimes
becoming fixated on one particular food

One packet of smaller mackerel should be
sufficient for a day. A frozen mackerel thawing
on the insulated bait bag, pictured

source and ignoring everything else. Even
then, the presentation of the bait has to be
in the right place and in the right manner.
Therefore bait choice and presentation
is the absolute basis of success in any
fishing situation. It pays to be armed with
the correct information from which to
make decisions as to which bait to use
and how to present it, this can be gleaned
by studying the fish you intend to catch.
Know your fish, the season it is present,
the type of ground it prefers, what it likes
to eat and how it procures its food. With
this knowledge you are much better placed
to succeed with your fishing efforts.
There are some mainstays that will
generally work for something more or less
anywhere. One that is very versatile is the
ubiquitous mackerel, it can be used whole,
cut in half, filleted, used in strips or chunks
according to the target species. Frozen
mackerel provides an easily obtained bait
that can be kept in the home freezer in
readiness, Ammobaits are the industry
benchmark and a couple of packets are
always in the bottom of my freezer for
when there are no fresh mackerel to be
had, or when I am going to go fishing
without the opportunity to catch bait first.
These high quality, blast frozen Cornish
mackerel are just as effective.
To use them, I take them frozen in an
insulated bait bag with a freezer block
or two to keep them frozen. One packet
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Mackerel tactics, whole, fillet or chunk. Left, chunking a mackerel and a whole mackerel rigged for
blue shark fishing. Right, fish on, whiting catch with a mackerel chunk presentation

of smaller mackerel is usually sufficient
for a day. I only take one out at a time,
leaving them frozen for as long as possible
until needed. Through the early winter
months, and into the new year, cod and
whiting will be the mainstay of coastal
waters fishing, together with dabs and
flounders in estuaries. Cod have large
mouths, whiting have ravaging teeth,
while the flatfish have small mouths but
are quite greedy, so how you present the
mackerel will differ according to what
you are hoping or expecting to catch.

Quite frequently a combination bait is
used, otherwise known as a cocktail bait.
Mackerel with a lugworm is popular at
this time of year, especially for tempting
cod. Sometimes the lugworm is used as
the main bait with a strip of mackerel used
to ‘tip the bait off ’. A sliver of mackerel is
just nipped onto the hook to add a visual
and oily scent attractant. For deep water
the mackerel will form the main part of
the bait with a small piece of worm added.
Dabs in particular like a small piece of
mackerel with some worm, in a size to suit
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Filleting a mackerel for bait. Right, freshly filleted mackerel and pennel rigged mackerel fillet

the small hook for their small mouths.
As a reward, spring dabs make delicious
eating.
For cod and whiting the size of the hook
and bait have to be increased accordingly,
with cod having mouths like a bucket,
a very large bait is not too big, on an
8/0 hook. To present such a large bait
effectively, a rig using two hooks is used.
Known as a Pennel rig, the two hooks are
interspersed with the top hook sliding
loose on the trace. To mount the bait, the
bottom hook is put into the bottom end of
the bait, the top hook is then slid along the
trace to line it up with the top end of the

bait. The trace is then wrapped around the
hook shank three or four times, to hold
the hook in place, and the hook is impaled
into the bait. The two hooks keep the bait
presented in a flowing shape, rather than
it all hanging in a tangled bunch on the
bend of one hook. The two hooks also
increase the chance of making a successful
hook-up, especially when ravenous
whiting are also about, in which case the
top hook can be a smaller one, say 4/0.
It will still present the bait and catch the
larger whiting and, have sufficient hold to
land a decent cod, it is the angling version
of a hedge fund.
Pennel-rigged
mackerel fillet
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tested
Generic Heat
Shrink Solder
butt connectors

All tests in Motorboat Owner are carried
out by real boaters in real life situations

PRICE from

If you ever do any DIY on
your boat, you will have, at
some point, had to tackle a
bit of electrical work. Adding
kit nearly always involves
joining wires. There are many
ways to tackle this, with
two of the most common
Motorboat
Owner
being quite possibly the
worst. ‘Chocolate blocks’,
“Simple, easyas they are ubiquitously known, where you poke a wire end in
to-use wire
and then clamp it down with a screw, and ‘Scotchlocks’ which
connectors”
clamp onto the wire, cutting through the insulation as it goes,
Value		
3/5
are really not up to the job when it comes to boats. Corrosion on
Usability
3/5
Performance 4/5
the former is a big problem, resulting in high resistance joints,
electrical failure and even potential fires, while the latter rarely
accounts for different wire sizes so can either not cut through
the insulation enough to make a good connection, or can cut through the conductor
strands as well. Don’t get me wrong, my kit
contains both of these, and for a running
repair, to be replaced later, they are worth
having onboard as a quick and easy fix. Crimp
connectors are a little better, but with many
crimps now produced very cheaply they are
also prone to corrosion and, unless you have
a good crimp tool, they can be a bit hit and
miss in terms of strength.
The best way to join wires on a boat
is undoubtedly to solder them and then
wrap in heat shrink to seal and protect the
join. Heat shrink not only adds a level of
There are many ways to join electrical
protection against the elements, but also adds
wires on a boat. Not all are good

mechanical strength to the join. That is why I
was very keen to try out a reasonably new type
of cable connector. I’m not even sure they have
a generic name yet, so I’ll call them heat shrink
solder connectors. The idea is that you poke the
two wire ends together inside a suitably-sized
connector and apply heat. The heat melts the
solder, shrinks the outer case and also melts
two bands of glue that should ensure the joint is
even more waterproof than heat shrink alone.
These connectors are widely available on
the likes of Amazon and eBay and are also
finding their way into high street outlets, such
as Halfords, and specialist suppliers like RS
Components. I do expect there are some quality
variations between the former and latter, but I
ordered some cheap ones from Amazon to have
a play with.
They typically come in four sizes, to deal with
cables from 0.25mm2 up to 6mm2, the sizes
typically dealt with by the coloured crimps. It
is also worth noting that these use the same
colour scheme, meaning red is for 1mm2 wire,
blue 1.5mm2 to 2.5mm2 and yellow for 4-6mm2
wires. The white ones will deal with cable under
0.5mm2. The price and quantity vary greatly, but
I paid £4.99 for 50, with the majority being the
common red and blue sizes.
Using them is really simple. Just strip around
10mm of insulation from the end of each
wire, choose the right size connector, poke a
wire in from each end in a way that allows the
conductors to overlap each other and then heat
until the solder melts, the heat shrink contracts
and the glue bands melt.
The heating process does take a couple of
attempts to get right. You can use a naked flame,
but I found I was likely to burn the connector
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Simplicity. These connectors solder
and seal in one process. They are fairly
cheap, but are they any good?
63

tested

All tests in Motorboat Owner are carried
out by real boaters in real life situations

more often than not. A heat gun is definitely
preferable. The solder is a low melting point
type, although finding out exact specifications
has been all but impossible. It is claimed that
these crimps can be used in environments
of up to 125°C, so the melting point must be
somewhat higher than that at least. My heat
gun is capable of reaching up to 300°C and it
felt about right in terms of melting the solder
and not damaging the heat shrink. At the
very least, we can say that the connectors are
temperature rated higher than the average
A simple crimp connector is much stronger
wire you are likely to be using on a boat.
but offers little environmental protection
Once correctly used, I tested its mechanical
strength by hanging weight from the wire until
the joint parted. I also tested joins in the same wire using crimps, Scotchlocks and a
chocolate block. The latter three all dealt comfortably with the three increasing heavy
weights up to 7.5kg. The heat shrink solder connector was not good in this respect,
coping with 2.5kg but breaking on 5kg. I think the problem is that there is just not
enough solder inside to achieve full saturation of the connection. Cutting one open
after use did reveal that the solder doesn’t penetrate the inner strands at all. To test
this theory I tried again, having first
pre-tinned each bare wire end before
inserting into the connector and heating
it. This joint was able to take the full
7.5kg weight, which confirmed my initial
thoughts. Whether the ones purchased
from a well-known supplier, usually at
a higher cost, are better in this respect I
don’t know, but I am going to buy some
and repeat this test. I will let you know
the outcome.
To test their waterproof properties, I
made a joint and sealed both ends with
a heat gun, having filled the middle
cavity with talcum powder. I left the
They lack mechanical strength due to poor
solder un-melted, as I wanted the talc to
solder penetration (left). Pre-tinning the wires
first (right) really improves this
remain a loose powder. I then immersed
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this connection into my outboard
test tank to a depth of 200mm,
to replicate a wire join lying in
some bilge water. I left it for 48
hours and then cut the joint open.
There was absolutely no evidence
that water had got past the heat
shrink and glue at all, with the
talc remaining a dry powder. In
fact at least one of the reputable
suppliers of this type of connector
rates them to IP67, not that that
After 48 hours immersed in water to a depth of 200mm.
will necessarily equate to ones
The joint, pre-loaded with talc, was cut open to see if
obtained from a unknown internet
any water had made it past the glue seals
based source, although my test
was a pretty good indication. I think it’s fair to say that where a wire join is needed in a
damp environment, there is little that will outperform this type of connector.
A resistance test across the join indicated a good electrical connection with no losses.
The same could be said for all other methods except the Scotchlock connection, which
did show a slightly increased resistance across the join.
In summary, these connectors are great for making quick joins in wires, on top of
which they provide as good an environmental seal as you are likely to make. I wouldn’t
use them where there is likely to be any tension on the wire, as they part too easily
under load, but for most uses I would employ them without hesitation.
Enquiries Amazon www.amazon.co.uk and eBay www.ebay.co.uk

The joint was completely dry, proving that they do deliver a waterproof method of wire joining
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CLASSIC CRUISERS

a complete guide to the best boats on the used market

Built 15 2014-2017
Prices then £99,950 (2014)
Prices now £100,000-£180,000
Length 27 28ft / 8.5m
Length 29 30ft 7in / 9.3m
Beam 10ft 2in / 3.1m
Draught 2ft 8in / 0.8m
Air Draught windscreen 7ft 6in /

2.3m mast hoop 10ft 9in / 3.3m

Fuel 44 gallons/ 200 litres
Water 42 gallons/ 190 litres
Displacement 3800-4100kg

English Harbour 27/29

I

f you have between £100-180k
to spend and are looking for a
quality, nearly-new cruiser that is a
manageable size and has the ability to turn
heads, we may have found the perfect used
boat for you. The English Harbour 27 and
29 Offshore are a British-built duo that
still set the bar very high.
Striving to build quality, classically
modern boats, English Harbour Yachts
was set up by ex-Fairline directors Adam
Greenwood and Alan Bowers in 2012
at a factory in Oundle, the original
birthplace of Fairline. With assistance

from hull and Broom designer, Andrew
Wolstenholme, the company launched
its first boat in the summer of 2013, the
English Harbour 16. It was a classicallystyled open launch fitted with an inboard
engine. The company then set to work on
a second model in the range, a four-berth
cockpit cruiser, which saw Wolstenholme
and ex-Fairline Technical Director and
designer, Greenwood, working closely
together again on the design. Unique in its
looks, the English Harbour 27 combined
the blueprint, entry-level sportscruiser
with the elegance and quality of a British
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gentleman’s launch and US lobster-style
cockpit cruiser. It certainly stood out from
the crowd when it launched in September
2014 at the Southampton Boat Show, with
its sophisticated, larger than life saloon,
stylish lines and modern features such as
a frameless windscreen. Equipped with a
deep keel, an inboard diesel engine and
priced from £99,950, this debut cruiser
was designed for inland and estuary
cruising, making it a new rival for similarsized cruisers from Dutch builders, such
as Interboat and Antaris. However, there
were already plans in place to build a

faster, planing version.
Exactly a year later, at the 2015
Southampton Boat Show, the company
unveiled an outdrive-powered version
called the 29 Offshore, Sporting a shorter
keel, its layout and superstructure
remained unaltered, with the additional
model length coming from a new bathing
platform. Crucially it was now capable of
speeds in excess of 20 knots.
Plans for a hardtop version of the 29
Offshore were unveiled in 2016, which
featured a GRP T-top with integral
sunroof. At the same time a company
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One boat, three styles. The 27, bottom left, 29 Offshore top and the first 29 Hardtop, which was the
last boat to be built by Broom in 2018 and is now in Majorca (note the additional saloon porthole)

brochure detailed a new flagship model,
a 30 Open, a classically-styled sporty
dayboat offering speeds up to 30 knots
and an ultra-large open cockpit.
In May 2017 production of the English
Harbour Yachts range was transferred to
Broom Boats at Brundall as part of a three
year licence. Broom continued to produce
the 27 and 29 until the unfortunate closure
of Broom’s factory doors in 2018, forcing a
halt in production of the English Harbour
range. In total, fifteen 27/29s were built
during the five years of production. Ten
of these were built in Oundle by English
Harbour Yachts, between September 2014
and March 2017, and five were built at
Brundall by Broom between May 2017
and March 2018, consisting of one 27 and
four 29s, the very last being a 29 Offshore,
the first and only hardtop version.

After speaking with Adam Greenwood
in December, Motorboat Owner can
exclusively announce that production
of the English Harbour range is due to
restart in 2021, and more news of this
will follow in the coming months. Having
tested the first production 27 six years
ago for the February 2015 issue, and
then seeing it evolve, the news of the
restart seemed like a good time to get
back onboard. Two 29 Offshores, a 2016
Oundle boat and a 2017 Broom-built
version, for sale at TBS Boats Bray, created
an ideal opportunity.
Interior
This boat’s interior is sure to impress, it
is simply first class and certainly has a
big boat feel. An up-and-over glass door
slides back under the helm and a steep
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set of four shaped offset, well-staggered
steps lead down into the impressively
open and wide-feeling cabin area. Lightcoloured fabrics and weathered beach
house, American white oak joinery
bring a modern, light and bright feel,
while underfoot a teak and holly striped
floor offers practicality. Yet more light
is provided by the focal, central panel
skylight with its integral hatch and the
surrounding large, deck-level, highquality, inward-opening portholes. You
are likely to find more portholes per side
on later versions. At the foot of the steps
there is 6ft 4in of headroom and ahead,
in the bow, is a horseshoe-shaped dinette
area. To port is a galley unit a door on
either side of the boat leading into the mid

cabin and toilet compartment.
Seating up to six comfortably, the
spacious and inviting dinette, with its
chunky table, is perfect for dining and
entertaining. With the folded infill
cushion stowed in a dedicated floor
locker, the dinette seating converts into
a double berth of over 6ft in length, and
6ft at its widest point, making it ideal
for occasional overnighting guests.
With its backrests stylishly tethered to
a wraparound metal rail, the dinette
cushions are finished with woven
upholstery fabric, which is hard wearing
but, unfortunately, could be susceptible to
pulls. Lifting a hatch on the starboard side
shelf reveals a slotted drinks storage, while
under the seat cushion pads are moulded
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lockers. A hinged bow locker provides
access to the boat’s bowthruster. On the
starboard side is a louvered-front hanging
locker with two shelves above it.
The galley, again, oozes quality, with its
chunky white Corian worktop featuring
a deep metal sink and a two-burner
gas hob. Between the hull and worktop
is open storage, with shallow slots for

The saloon dinette converts into a large double

mugs/cups. It is an area that may have
been better utilised as a draining area
or cupboard, certainly for coastal-going
boats. Under the worktop is a mediumsize, 85-litre fridge, a cutlery drawer, a
Smev or Dometic gas oven and grill, and
two narrow, but deep storage cupboards.
Usefully, crockery is within easy reach,
stowed in a slotted storage area under
the outer dinette shelving. Upon first
impressions, galley storage is perhaps
a little lacking, but there are two great
drawers in the ends of the dinette bases at
your disposal, and perhaps with the infill
cushions at home, the locker under the
floor could be used for extended cruising
storage. The bottom two companionway
steps lift, and here you will find a handy
pair of recessed rubbish bins.
A generously wide door on the port side
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leads into the mid cabin. Offering full standing
headroom of 6ft 4in, and lit by the curtained
feature skylight above, the cabin offers a more
conservative layout of twin 6ft berths extending
aft with a hanging locker just inside the door.
The inner berth is a little hemmed in with the
companionway above it. But this slides over to
meet the other, creating a double, and shares
the better seated headroom. The cabin saw a
few changes through production, such as the
original full height hanging locker morphing
into a shorter cupboard. This smaller cupboard
retains the same amount of hanging space
and crucially allowed an eye-level porthole
to be fitted above it. The repatriation of the
cockpit gas locker to the other side, and the
reduction of the co-pilot seat locker depth, also
resulted in better seated headroom along the
entire outer berth. Onboard one 29 Offshore,
we found a fixed double, and the builder had
created space for a series of open cave lockers
inboard of this.
The plush feeling continues into the toilet
compartment where you are truly spoilt with
a separate toilet and shower stall, which is
quite unheard of for a boat of this size. There
is 6ft headroom in here too. The first section
is appointed with a moulded sink, with a large

2016 £144,950 (featured)
Single Volvo D3 200hp
TBS Boats Bray
01628 773177
www.tbsboats.com

2017 £179,950 (featured)
Single Volvo D3 200hp
TBS Boats Bray
01628 773177
www.tbsboats.com

2015 £134,995
Single Volvo D3 140hp
Boat Showrooms
01628 569888
www.boatshowrooms.com
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shelved cupboard underneath, a clearfronted storage locker behind the sink,
a towel rail, an extractor fan operated
by the lights and two decent mirrors.
The toilet and shower stall is separated
off by a bi-fold door and is equipped,
as standard, with an electric toilet and
thermostatically-controlled shower.
Whilst exploring the interior, be sure
to inspect the porthole surrounds for rust
marks, which could indicate leaks. One
boat viewed had developed a small leak
in the mid cabin, with water dripping
through the headlining and onto the outer
port bunk. This was thought to be coming
from where the radar hoop is mounted, or
possibly the windscreen.
Cockpit & helm
Step inside the canopy-covered cockpit
and it feels as spacious as it is tall. There
is no transom door on this particular
boat but the designers have kept the side

decks low so boarding into the teak-lined
cockpit, under the high canopy, is easy
enough. Divided into two sections, a
deep, U-shaped seating area nestles aft,
and forward is a raised helm. Under the
generous and very upright canopy (6ft
8in headroom under the mast hoop),
the aft seating is equipped with a foldout pedestal table and is a great space for
entertaining or eating, alfresco when the
weather allows. It seats six people, or more
at a push, and optional cushions see this
converted into a sunpad-cum-occasional
double. In the centre, beneath the transom
seat, is an open storage area, which is
suitable for a very small valise liferaft or
fenders, while the seats running fore-andaft disguise deep, moulded lockers with
plentiful storage. We noted these are not
draining and, if heavily loaded up, could
effect the lifted access to the engine bay.
A transom ladder provides access over
the stern and onto the bathing platform
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if fitted. As mentioned, the 29 Offshore’s
additional model length comes from its
bathing platform, but this also was an
option on the 27 too.
The side steps conceal storage areas
and, on the starboard side, house the
boats fuel and battery shut offs. Also on
the starboard side, a floor hatch reveals
a deep fender-sized locker. When new,
these boats came with quite specific size,
cylinder-shaped fenders. These are made
by Polyform and known as HTMs (hole
through middle).
Moving forward, both the helm and co
pilot seat bases hinge forward to reveal
storage areas. Normally a two 4.5kg gas
cylinder locker is located under the helm
seat and a large, moulded locker (nondraining) under the co-pilot seat. Note
the former will not open fully without
positioning the throttle forward. An

electric griddle could be fitted under the
co-pilot seat, adding to the practicality of
this outside living space. On the first 27
there was slightly different designation of
lockers, with the gas locker initially under
the co-pilot seat. This was moved to the
other side to create more height aft, over
the beds in the mid cabin. One feature
remained unchanged, there is a useful
locker low in the base of the helm seat,

4+2 berths? An aft cockpit sunpad was optional
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Its helm seat conceals a two cylinder gas locker, while the co-pilot’s can house an optional griddle

and here an optional drawer-style fridge
could be fitted.
Stepping up, the helm and co-pilot
seating is arranged either side of the cabin
companionway, with a really good size
double co-pilot seat to port and a large
single helm seat to starboard, both are set
on individual floor plinths. The helm itself
is minimal, uncluttered and well-designed,
with an upright metal wheel, provision for
a 7-inch chartplotter (namely a Garmin
GPS map 751s) and a throttle mounted
on a separate plinth. Both seats offer good
visibility out through the upright and
shallow windscreen which, we might add,
is set well forward with an impressive,
wood-panelled feature area behind it.
Despite being low, with the canopy down,
the windscreen really does deflect the
wind very well, especially when you are
seated. Standing up without the canopy
provides a better view of the bow over
the screen. However, under the canopy,
standing room at the helm is quite short

at just 5ft 5ft. With no adjustment, the
backrests are also a little on the low
side and could do with being a bit more
supportive for longer passages. Ahead of
the co-pilot is the green-tinted, frosted
skylight for the mid cabin, and moulded
slots for cups and bits and pieces, such as
sunglasses.
Cockpit upholstery usually is a lightcoloured, interior-like fabric, which looks
classy but will attract dirt easily. Two-tone
dark and light variations might be seen
aboard Broom-built boats, while the first
29 Offshore has blue upholstery. Ensure
that this is free from damage and potential
mildew. With this in mind you will need
to ensure that the protective canopy is in
good order. This is usefully in two parts,
with the aft section detaching leaving
a bimini top over the raised helm. The
3.3m mast hoop could also be modified
to hinge, reducing the air draught to
the windscreen height of 2.3m. The 29
Hardtop model was fitted with a practical
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and protective GRP hardtop with a sliding
canvas sunroof to let the sunshine in.
On deck
Boasting 9-inch side decks that wouldn’t
be out of place on a much larger boat, it
is certainly easy to move about on deck.
Again, with no expense spared, the decks
are fitted with Eco Teak in a teak and
holly striped pattern as standard, and
are enclosed with sturdy, double-height
stanchions. An interesting point about
this boat is that its decks are unusually
self-draining, so there are not any deck
run offs in the secure-feeling bulwarks.
Instead deck drains lead to pipes and a
seacock in the engine bay, with water
exiting via an exhaust-style outlet in the
transom. The small circular drain grates,
although covered by a hinged hatch, are
likely to become clogged with washed
down leaves and crud, and therefore could
get overwhelmed, so may need regular
inspection. The port hatch also neatly

conceals the raised fuel filler.
Making your way forward, again it is
easy to spot more detailed features, such
as the embossed model name plate at the
base of the sturdy stainless mast hoop. The
cabin roof is also recessed either side of
the skylight in readiness for the optional
sunpad cushions.
At the bow, two adjacent hinged hatches
conceal the anchor windlass and chain
locker. Again with no deck run offs, leaves
and crud will collect and are likely to wash
down into here.
Hull and Handling
The semi displacement hulled 27 and 29
have a characteristic vertical bow, smooth
underwater sections and a keel, and are
highly regarded for their good mannered
handling abilities. The 27 in particular,
with its deep keel leading to a metal,
prop-protecting skeg and large rudder,
handles very well at slow speeds, and is
well suited to a relaxed inland life. It is
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Keel credentials. The 27 has a deep keel, large rudder and skeg, which equals very good manners

very responsive in turns, not quite turning
within its own length but close enough.
The sterndrive-powered 29 Offshore
version has a shallower keel, and together
with the sterndrive leg, draws just under a
metre, like the 27. Hull designer, Andrew
Wolstenholme confirmed that, in the
creation of the 29 Offshore, the 27’s
keel depth was reduced by just 200mm,
reducing its depth by about 40%. The
result is a well balanced, dynamic planing
ride and, albeit slightly more susceptible
to windage, equally good manners at close
quarter speeds. Priced at around £3k, a
bowthuster was a popular extra for both
models and this has a separate battery and
fire extinguisher fitted beside it.
The 27/29 is a very stable boat.
Stepping onboard you will immediately
notice how solid these boats feel in
the water, especially when compared
to an equivalent-sized sportscruiser.
This is owing to Wolstenholme’s semi
displacement hull that carries lots of
buoyancy right out to the chines, which
also ensures that the boat is less affected
by wash. In the case of the 27, this also
ensures that turns are almost flat.
Both models had ivory coloured hulls

with a characteristic blue band along the
waterline as standard. However, custom
hull colours were available from £900,
and optional gelcoat colours included an
elegant navy and stylish taupe.
Engines
The 27 and 29 Offshore are usually
fitted with a single Volvo Penta diesel
engine, running on a saildrive or
sterndrive configuration. When it was
first introduced, the 27 was available
with a choice of three saildrive engine
options, Volvo D1 30hp, a Nanni 60hp
or D2 75hp, these were priced £99,950,
£104,500 and £107,950 respectively. An
electric drive system powered by an 11kW
motor was also an option. Incidentally,
the mid-range Nanni was dropped from
later engine options lists. The 29 Offshore
was available initially with two engine
options, a Volvo D3-140 priced in 2015 at
£138,750 and D3-170 (£141,500). A third,
a D3-200 (£144,750), was introduced a
matter of months later, and proved the
most popular. All sterndrive options were
mated to duo prop, DPS drives.
Brochures indicate that a 27 fitted with
a 30hp engine should achieve 5-7 knots,
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while the 75hp achieved a top speed of
8.8 knots on the MBO test, both of which
are ideal for sedate inland cruising. A 29
Offshore powered by a 140hp should offer
top speeds of 17-19 knots, with the 170hp
giving 20-22 knots and the 200hp 23-24
knots. Fuel capacity may vary between
the 27 and the 29 Offshore model, with a
44-gallon tank seen on early 27/29s and a
larger tank on later sterndrive versions.
Access to the engine bay is via a large
hatch in the aft cockpit and you will need
to remove the two side, fore-and-aft
cushions first. A switch at the helm usually
sees the entire aft cockpit seat moulding
hinging at the transom and lifting on
a central, electronic gas strut. So, in
preparation, you will also need to ensure
that there is not too much weight in the
liferaft and side lockers for this. With the
hatch tilted up, there is ample space to
get into the engine bay and around the
engine for checks and maintenance. In
the engine room there is also the 200-litre
fuel tank and 40-litre hot water tank, both
mounted to port to counter the weight
of the boat’s batteries to starboard. Inside
the well-insulated engine bay, a fuel filter
is mounted on the starboard side, either
on the forward bulkhead or tucked in
the corner. There is a dormant flat area
next to the engine to store the canopy or
a deflated tender. This is also where the
optional 3.5kw generator was installed.
Volvo Penta engines have an excellent
reputation, they will be quiet and smooth
running and very economical to run.
However, Volvo’s modern, electronicallymanaged D-series engines are sensitive
and will almost certainly require the

Engine bay of a D3-200 powered 29 Offshore

assistance of a service agent should a
fault occur. It is always wise to check that
regular servicing has been carried out and
that any maintenance is up to date.
Conclusion
While it seems opinions are still
divided on its design, there is no
denying the quality this sub-30 footer
offers, and we admit to having fallen
for its charms. It offers an unusual
mix of classic and contemporary
design and certainly stands out as
something a bit ‘different’. There are,
of course, pros and cons to the two
hull configurations. However, the
chameleon cruising credentials of the
sterndrive version are hard to ignore.
Whichever engine configuration
you choose, for a couple it offers
comfort and privacy, whilst being
a manageable size and practical to
simply step aboard for weekends and
more. Adapt the mast hoop to hinge,
and this could open up more cruising
possibilities and regions too.

Before buying any used boat, always employ the services of a IIMS or a YDSA accredited surveyor and, if you
have any doubt about the engines, a separate engine survey by a suitably qualified person is recommended.
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New and Used

Classified

Boats for Sale
01189 403211

Interboat / 19

Fantastic day boat, seating for 8,
teak floor, bimini, 25hp Vetus

2002 | £22,000 | 19ft | 6m

Owner
Affordable practical boating

Call our friendly team to arrange an appointment to view any of the used boats for sale below
– or visit our website for this month’s complete range www.valwyattmarine.co.uk

Sealine / 260 Senator

Four berth, suitable for river or sea,
spacious cockpit, twin Volvo 150hp

Corsiva / 690 Tender

In stock, up to 115hp engine,
excellent seating, fridge & bimini

NEW | £25,720 | 22ft | 6.8m

1991 | £25,000 | 26ft | 7.9m

Corsiva / Coaster 640 SC

Stylish cruiser, planing hull, only
12 hours, teak floor, winter cover

2019 | £31,000 | 20ft | 6.2m

Interboat / 25

Interboat / Intender 820

Intercruiser / 28 Cabrio

Haines / 32 Sedan

2006 | £47,500 | 25ft | 7.9m

NEW | €83,886 | 26.6ft | 8.1m

2013 | £95,000 | 28ft | 8.5m

2019 | £210,000 | 32ft | 9.8m

Spacious elegant boat, overnight
facilities, fridge, toilet, bowthruster

Motorboat

Due 2021, eye catching model,
Esthec floor, cockpit table & lights

Perfect weekend cruiser, lightly
used, heating, bowthruster

RLM Bahamas

Moonraker 36 AC

£13,000

£25,000

Twin Perkins 4108 diesels running on
Enfield drives. Much loved 31ft
cruiser ideal for inland/estuary use,
offering 5 berths including separate
V-berth forward cabin with double
infill. Rewired and new headlining
2009, new upholstery 2015, sea toilet,
davits, full canopy & winter tonneau.
07703 774686 email address

Rare aft cockpit version fitted with
twin Perkins 6354 175hp shaftdrive
diesels. Spacious and capable
five-berth cruiser. New canopy,
hull recently stripped/blasted and
antifouled. Radar, davits.
Lying Essex

01702 332040

Stunning with extensive spec, bow
& stern thrusters, inverter

KER

£382,410
400 AFT CABIN

PRICE AS AT 1 APRIL 2020
EX WORKS, INC 20% VAT
ST

British built since 1980

INTENDER 820

£49,770

Advertisement Index

01189 403211

PRICE AS AT 1 FEBRUARY 2020
EX WORKS, INC 20% VAT
ST

2010 Ribtec 1050 Cabin Rib Gt2
£ 99,950 VAT paid

2019 Parker 800 Weekend
£ 98,292 VAT inc

EB3325

PARK800W

South Coast

BRO

KER

BRO

KER

CK

AGE

1997 Princess V40
£ 89,950 VAT paid

2019 Parker 690 Day Cruiser
£ 78,738 VAT paid

Essex Marina, United Kingdom

AGE

Interboat / 19

Moonraker / Super 36

Fantastic day boat with low hours,
solid teak floor, bimini

Aft cabin cruiser with twin diesels
on shafts, bowthruster

1996 | £19,500 | 27.8ft | 8.5m

2010 | £26,500 | 19ft | 6m

1989 | £40,000 | 36ft | 11m

Sheerline / 950 Tri Cabin

BRO

KER

KER

AGE

AGE

Creative Marine / Frolic 31

Broom / Ocean 40

2002 Cranchi 39 Endurance
£ 69,950 VAT paid

ENPA04

EB3677

Perfect for extended cruising, fully
equipped, bowthruster, generator

Excellent specification, aft cabin,
bow & stern thrusters, heating

2000 | £79,000 | 31ft | 9.5m

1999 | £79,950 | 31ft | 9.6m

1989 | £85,000 | 40ft | 12.3m

2009 | £110,000 | 32ft | 9.8m

400 AFT CABIN
KER

KER

2008 Bimax Genesi 930
£ 59,950 VAT paid

Cala d'Or, Mallorca

Essex Marina, United Kingdom

ES3719

EB3647

£49,770

PRICE AS AT 1ST FEBRUARY 2020
EX WORKS, INC 20% VAT

Premium Dutch Quality

2005 Chris Craft Corsair 25
£ 54,950 VAT paid
Essex Marina, United Kingdom
EB3672

E&OE

Open 7 days a week.
Email: info@boats.co.uk

FROM

INTENDER 820

AGE

AGE

1999 Fairline Targa 30
£ 62,950 VAT paid

PRICE AS AT 1ST APRIL 2020
EX WORKS, INC 20% VAT

British built since 1980

BRO

BRO

CK

£382,410

Essex Marina, United Kingdom
EB3699

Haines / 320

Elegant electric launch, new
batteries 2019, winter cover

2009 Bayliner 320/335
£ 69,950 VAT paid

Essex Marina, United Kingdom

STO

2010 | £75,000 | 28ft | 8.5m

4-6 berths, equipped galley,
heating, folding arch & windscreen

FROM

2018 Parker 800 Pilothouse
£ 72,950 VAT paid
Essex Marina, United Kingdom

Intercruiser / 28 Cabin

Lovely example, large cockpit and
only 102 hours, bowthruster

Essex Marina, United Kingdom
EB786

BRO

CK

Bayliner / 2655

Great example with 2 double
berths, Mercruiser 250hp

1994 Carver 390
£ 77,960 VAT paid

Essex Marina, United Kingdom
ENPA08

STO

Call our friendly team to arrange an appointment to view any of the used boats for sale below
– or visit our website for this month’s complete range www.valwyattmarine.co.uk

Essex Marina, United Kingdom

STO

EB3707

HQ: 01702 258 885
Poole: 01202 797 777
Cala d'Or: +34 971 643 353

CK

AGE

Essex Marina, United Kingdom

FROM

Boats for Sale

STO

KER

AGE

EB3632

FROM

New and Used

BRO

BRO

1995 Fairline Squadron 43
£ 99,950 VAT paid

F
ON O
ECTI
A SEL

100's

E
ABL
AIL
S AV
OAT
OF B

Essex: 01702 258 885 - essex@boats.co.uk
Poole: 01202 797 777 - poole@boats.co.uk

Enjoy the life you live
www.valwyattmarine.co.uk | 01189 403211 | info@valwyattmarine.co.uk
Val Wyatt Marine, Willow Marina, Willow Lane, Wargrave, Berkshire, RG10 8LH

New Boats | Used Craft | Moorings | Maintenance | Coffee Shop

All adverts are clickable

Premium Dutch Quality

Enjoy the life you live

Cranchi / Tingdene Boat Sales...........................................................
MDS Battery..........................................................................................
Parker Poland......................................................................................
Saxdor Yachts / Ideal Boat.................................................................
Selva......................................................................................................
Seabridge Marine.................................................................................
Val Wyatt Marine.................................................................................
Vetus.....................................................................................................
XO Boats / Ideal Boat..........................................................................

Page 17
Page 11
Page 4
Page 13
Page 9
Page 61
Page 78
Page 55
Page 31

www.valwyattmarine.co.uk | 01189 403211 | info@valwyattmarine.co.uk
Val Wyatt Marine, Willow Marina, Willow Lane, Wargrave, Berkshire, RG10 8LH

New Boats | Used Craft | Moorings | Maintenance | Coffee Shop
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Owners Directory i

Owners Club missing?
Contact us at

Dawncraft Owners Club & Forum

Marex Owners Club

www.arvorboatowners.co.uk

www.dawncraftowners.com

www.marexownersclub.co.uk

Aquastar Owners Club

Dell Quay Ranger website

Mariah Owners Club

Arvor Boat Owners Club

www.aquastarclub.co.uk

www.dellquayranger.supanet.com

Atlanta Boat Owners

Electric Boat Association

www.atlantaboats.co.uk

www.electric-boat-association.org.uk

Bavaria Owners’ Association

Elysian Boat Owners

www.bavariaowners.co.uk

www.elysianboats.co.uk

Bayliner Owners Club

Fairey Owners Club

www.baylinerownersclub.org

www.faireyownersclub.co.uk

Beneteau Owners’ Association

Fairline Owners Club

www.beneteau-owners-association.org.uk

www.fairlineownersclub.com

Birchwood Classics

Fjord Club

www.birchwoodclassics.com

www.fjordclub.com

Broom Owners Club

Fletcher Owners Group

www.broomowners.com

Chaparral Boat Owners Forum

freemanboats.forumer.com

Classic Motor Boat Association

Freeman Owners Club

www.cmba-uk.com

www.freemancruisers.com

Classic Offshore Powerboat Club

Freeman Cruisers

www.hainesmarine.co.uk/owners.php

Coronet Cruisers

Hampton Safari Boat Club

Cranchi Owners Club & Forum
cranchiownersclub.com

Sealine Owners Club

www.maxumownersclub.com

www.sealineowners.com

Microplus Boats

Seamaster Club

www.microplus.dk

www.seamasterclub.org

Monterey Fourm

Seaward Owners Club

forums.montereyboats.com

www.seawardsquadron.org

Moonraker Owner’s Club

Shadow Boats - Victoria Shadow Association
www.victoriashadow.co.uk

Shetland Owners Association
www.shetlandowners.co.uk/shetland/

Nelson Boat Owners Club

Star Craft Owners Club

www.nelsonboatownersclub.co.uk

www.bates-starcraft.co.uk

Storebro Passion
www.storebropassion.de

Sunseeker Owners Club

www.normanboats.co.uk

mycleopatra.ning.com

Hardy Owners Club

Maxum Owners Club

Norman Appreciation Society

Haines Owners Club

corvettemotorboat.wordpress.com

www.sealineforum.co.uk

www.nimbusowners.co.uk

Cleopatra Owners Club

Corvette Motorboat Association

www.mariahownersclub.com

Nimbus Owners Club UK

freeman-cruisers.forumotion.co.uk

hamptonsafaribc.webplus.net

Sealine Forum

www.nauticus.co.uk

www.classicoffshore.com

freespace.virgin.net/simon.sherlock/index.htm

www.clubsearay.com

Nauticus

Freeman Cruisers Forum

forum.chaparralboats.com

Sea Ray Owners Club

www.moonraker.dk/eng_index.htm

www.facebook.com/groups/4011883149

sunseekerownersclub.com

Classic Princess facebook group

Viking Owners Club

Click here for Facebook group

www.vikingowners.org.uk

Regal Owners Forum

Warrior Boats Owners Club

www.warriorboatsownersclub.co.uk

www.regalownersforum.com

Relcraft Boaters Group

Advertise
with us

www.relcraftboatersgroup.co.uk

Rinker Owners Club

www.hardy-owner.org.uk

www.rinkerboats.com/owners-club

Jeanneau Owners Network

Rodman Owners Club

www.jeanneau-owners.com

editorial@motorboatowner.co.uk

www.facebook.com/rodmanownersclub

Classified adverts
from £25

advertising@

motorboatowner.co.uk
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L
K
what I saw

Spotted something weird, wonderful,
or interesting on your travels?

Britain’s only FREE dedicated motorboat magazine

@ NEXT MONTH

send your
images to
us at

ONLINE 31st JAN

editorial@

EUROPE

Charter Special

motorboatowner.co.uk

Fish tales

BOATS
• Jeanneau MF795
• Used £40k wheelhouse

School of fish at Thames and Kennet Marina
SPOTTED! by John Frew

Guernsey sunset

The sun dips over Guernsey after a beautiful day
SPOTTED! by Dylan Ray

PRACTICAL
• Project Boat update
PLUS

Seine pink sky

Sunset at Port Saint Louis Marina on the Seine
SPOTTED! by Fran Holt
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• Your questions answered in Q&A
• The latest products and technology
• Tested -The team put some nautical kit through its paces
• Inbox – your comments
• Inland and coastal news

Motorboat Owner
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